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This document prcscnts the test results f'i*orn n concept verification test pro- 
gram conducted to assess the use of an Infrared Scanner as a remote tempcratcre 
sensing device for the Space Shuttle program. The Infrared Scanner would be 
used during prelaunch operations to determine the surface temperature of the 
External Tank, which contain the cryogenic propellants for the Shuttle blain 
Engines. The surface of the External Tank is  a Spray On Foam Insulation (SOFI) 
used to thermally insulate the tank and control boiloff of the cryogenic propellants. 
Under certain weather conditions ice or frost accumulations are likely on the insul- 
ation surface, the temperature of which can be significantly below freezing. The 
Infrared Scanner would be used to assess possible icclfrost accumulations by map- 
ping the insulation surface temperature to detect freezing areas on t1:e tank. The 
subject test program was conducted during the Fall of 1979 to determi1.e the  feasi- 
bility of this concept. A total of 127 tests were performed using a typical 8 to 1 2  
micron Infrared Scanner and simulated External Tank surfaces. Area:, of investi-- 
gation included temperature and geometric resolution limits, atmospheric attenuation 
effects including conditions with fog and rain, and the problem of surface emissiv- 
, ity variations. It was concluded tkia: the basic concept of using an Infrared 
' Scanner to determine near freezing surface temperatures is feasible. The major 
I problem identified was concerned wid  Infrared reflections which can result in 
1 significant errors if not controlled. Action taken to manage these errors wi,l likely 
result i r ,  design and operational constraints to control the viewing angle and sur- 
face emissivity. The contents of this report are intended to aid and guide future 
implementation of this concept. 
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IFIt RARED SCANNLli  CONCEPT V E K I  I- ICAI I O N  
TEST REPORT 
1 I N ?  itlfl8i~1'c~tl ( I l i  1 s ( * : ~ I I T \ [ ~ : ~  ( : [1 I t (*1~1 j t  t *~i I ' 1 l (111  tt8c;t ]t4*.~)<ld 1 1 , .  { , , I -  * 
I l '  t l t  to  1 1 t I I .c.;i11llc1~ :J ~ + ( ~ I , I I J I  t 1  l(?iii 
j ~ c l i - , i l  i11*e s t ~ l i s i ~ i g  (i(*vi(v: li)lw t l i ~  1.x t t ~ ~ ~ i ! , ~ !  1 , ~ i . l  f l?I' ) ~ I * U  ; r - i  A,. l : t $ , , : , ~ i  I 
: w ~ ~ s i ~ i g  01' the E'l' S I I I * ~ : I O ~  t , l ~ ~ ~ ~ ) o t b ; ~ t t ~ l l t b  \vill : y v b ' l t ! ~ ~  t ~ i i I l : i ~ i ~ ~ t ~  i , a t ~  1 1 ' i 1 0 ~ 3 ~  1) iv3  
~1it:tiotis \vllit:li :i~-(: ~~c~tltiil*t;tl iri : 8 1 ~ \ 3 1 1 0 1 1 t  of 1:11111(*11 ol)~n~~:itit)ns. '1 '111~ l , iv i~~i : i~b\  
ol)jt!otivcs of' t!lt!sc l ~ : ~ ; t ~ ,  wcbr8cl to: ( i I )  (itlttt~*~iii~i 2 tllc ;I( t*ii~~:it*~; 01' ; I  ty1)ic:il 
instr~inient ~iricif?r vat'yirig c~ivii~ol~i~icli.tal cotitljtio~~x :~iicl vic:i\i~l!: c:ot~l'i~ui*:i 
tions , (11) deterniirie the :it)ility o f  the  instru~nc?iit o t1ispl:iy iriforrniiliori 
in  a useful format I'or the intcntlcd use ,  and (P) corriparo v:irious modcls 
of 111 sc:inners. 
1 . 2  Tcs t  Summary 
The t e s t s  wclac con t l~~c t cd  bctwccrl 9 / 2 8 / 7 9  ii11d 10/1 I /:!I ;it the 
Marshall Space Flight Center (RISFC) i n  the cast  test  nl*e:l. Tes ts  wc!l'c 
conducted in  :in open environrttcnt at  the Tcst Clcll :300 corny)lcx, tirl(1 ill 
:In enclosed exivil-onmont within the  I3uilclirlg 4561 IIig-11 13'1 y it~*r~'i. .< tot:11 
of 127 tes t s  were perl'osrned by blS1:C pcl.sotixit:l will1 on sitct ! ~ u I ) ~ ) o I ' ~  
from JSC nrld KSC person~icl .  
The primary test iilstrumcrit was :ill I l l i ' r . ; ~~ i l c t i~ i~~  Rloclc l525 I i ~ f l ~ ; t i * c . c i  
Scanner on loan from the  Infra~nctrics Corpo~*;ition for th is  Lust p r * r ) g r ; l r ~ i .  
An adclitional instrument,  :In AGA motfel 780, was asseqsecl hrnicfly tlur*irl;: 
a demonstration by AGA y~ersonncl. Test resul ts  horn thc: A ( i . 4  st:i11111~1* 
:ire not contained i r i  this  lsc3por*t. :ill tes t  iaccortls it~itl tl:it;t 1~el>tii11ii1ig 
to the  AGA instnlrncnt were rct:tin~tl by  JSC.  
'I'cstirig gene~~a l ly  c:onsistccl of vit~tvi~il?; sc:~lctclci t;~l*;$ct\ ~111tIt;1* \ f i i i ' :  
iilg coritlitions to  ; I S S ~ ? S ~  the  I I i  s ~ : ~ n ~ i e l - ' s  r*r~: .~)oiis~ to kno~vii t;il1g.t>t k20j, 
ditions. liccordcd tl:it:l consis1c:d of vicleo l;il)c i*ccortiings, :,till 1)liotc~ 
gr:lplls of IK sc:inncr output  an(l test. colif'igurations , :irld printed thcrr~lrl 
couple clata. All  d:~t:i ;is tvcll :ts tlic (1ct:rilvtl tes t  lo;; ;irr t)c~irig ~*cat;~ina(l 
b y  t l ~ c  Thcrm:\l Engineering 13r:1nch (1+:P44). 
1. 3 Summ:\ry 0.' Conclusions 
'I'lla basic concept of using an IR sccinner to determiric nc:tr-.freoz- 
ing  s~u~~f ; \cc  temperatures on the ET appears ferisible based on the d:~tn 
fro111 this test program. However, some of these data relating to IR 
reflections must be considered preliminary at this  time, due to tlie small 
number of observations (data population) ns well as uncertainties in the 
test  i t  The overall accuracy of the system is  estimated to rnngc from 
-t4.TaI: for the  worst case to +3.7OI: for the best case, which is considered 
to  be consistent with icsifrost prediction requirements. The major prob- 
lem tulticipated is with IR reflect:ons which can, result in significant 
errot3s if not controlled. Action taken to manage these errors will 
pllol)al)ly include viewing angle constraints which w i l l  render some of the 
E'r \inoI)salwvirble, and may rilso rey sire o ch:mge in  the ET surftice 
c o t g  ildditioncil testing i s  recommended to resolve these issues. 
2 .0  TEST CONFIGURATION 
11 typictrl test configurrrtiorl i s  depicted in  Figure 1 ancl consistctl 
of: ( a )  the scanner site where the IR scanner(s) and associated support 
ecluipment were located, (b)  the target site where the various targets 
ant1 support equipment were positioned. The scanner equipment tind the 
t a~>gc t s  were mobile such that they could be. positioned to achieve the 
desirctl viewing distance and angles relative to each other and to the 
Sun,  sky,  etc.  The actual distance, angles, and other configuration 
information for each test are documented in  the detailed test log. Also 
additioncil configuration information i s  provided in the Test Descriptions 
(Section 3.0).  
2 . 2  Infrared Scanner 
Tlle primary test  instrument was an Inframetrics Model 525 IR 
scanncl*. The vendor's specifications for this instrument are presented 
i n  'Fable 1. The scanner support equipment included power supplies, 
video tape recorders, and a polaroid camera attachment. 
The  scanner was operated with either the standard lens or  an 
option:il 3 power telescope lens. The standard lens had a. field of view 
of 14O L. 18O where as the field of view for the 3X lens was 4.5O z 6O. 
Primary data recording w:is on a Sony half-inch reel-to reel video 
tape machine. Approximately 6 . 5  hr of video tape were recorded and 
are  being retained b y  EP44. 
SCANNER SlTE TARGET SlTE 
SCANNER SUPPORT 
POWER SUPPLIES 
VIDEO MONITOR 
VIDEO RECORDERS / IR SCANNER 
TARGET SUPPORT 
c FREON SUPPLY 
* LN2 SUPPLY 
THERMOCOUPLE 
rr DATA LOGGER 
I- VIEWING DISTANCE w 
Ff gu1.c. 1. Typic:il test  c~rit'igur.:itior:. 
1 ' 1 1 3 1 1 1  o i View , tyy~ical 
1'~':11!11~ l<:ltt> 
Sl"'"'! 1"ll l<illlgc 
l ) t ~ t l v ~ t o r *  
l ( ~ : ~ , o l \  :11)1(: 1;1(?111ents p(>ia 1,irie 
1,i11[$ , l 'viD I:~~:inlc 
I l l c 8 1 L  lj.!llgP 
I 1 , s t c  + . t t , t 8  c'oolilril 
r 'I ~ ( l l ' l r l t  1101~1 'I'in~c 
I ' o w c ~ ~ ~  I i ~ c ~ ~ ~ i ~ ' c n ~ c r i t s  
Ili 5 ..1:11~t>r* Size (I1 .,W 11,) 
( ' ~ ~ t i f ! * o l  I.l(?c:tl*oni~s Uriit Size 
I I: 1. ~ . l r i t ~ l -  Wciglit 
r ' o r l t  ~~oli'l'lcctronics Weight 
l o 0 ,  B O G ,  50°, 100°, 200'  , 500" ( 
:inti 1 500°C Ranges I 
14O . 1 8'' with 4 : 1 Xoon1 
30 IIz with 2 :  1 Irltcrlilc?r! 
8 to i:! n~icrons 
EI gc d'r c 
:.I53 
525 Ilaster, > Z O O  111 
5 in ,  to Infinity 
1,iyuid Nitrogcrl 
.2 hours 
12V Battery or 110 V:ic 
5 41  6 i i n .  
55, 8; 8$ in .  
4 lb 
53 lb 
' l ' l i ( 1  v:irious t:irgcts utilized during the test progrtim iriclutled : 
(:I) ri>t'c~*i:rlcc: tempernture targets which were mtiintained at known 
C ? O I ~ S ~ : I I I ~  t(?~npe~*:itures, (b)  several masks used in conjunction with thc 
rcfcrcllllvl tiirgcts for resolution tests , (c)  an E T  surface sirnul:~tion 
t:ir*[;cll w liicnh sin1ul:ited .Ir T surface conditions including ice /frost Eiccumu- 
I:~tic)li, 111(1 ((1) S C V C ~ : ~ ~  surface ~o:ltirlg samples to  assess v:irious 
eniissiviiics ;incl surface texture. 
'1'11(? typical reference target i s  depicted in Figure 2 :~nd consisted 
of :ill : ~ l~ l~~ l i r iu~n  tank insulated on five sides. The uninsulaled side :v:ls 
t he  :lcl~i:il t :~rget face and was painted flat blmk and instrumented as 
shown in the figure. There were n total of five tanks in three sizes :is 
notcc!. 'I'hc tanks were filled with either ::n ice-water mixture to maintain 
32°1:. o r 1  I:17c?on 1 1 4  which maintained a tem,?erature of 38.7OI:. 
ICECWATER OR 
FREON 114 
FLAT BLACK 
TARGET 
ARTICLE ABBREVIATIONS SIZE 
-
SMALL TANKS S-ICE, S-FRN 12 X 12 
LARGE TANKS L-ICE, L-FRN 30 X 30 
ALTERNATE TANK A-ICE 10 x 10 
'l'11c two l):ul trilagct nltlsks used fv** !yrlunlctric l*esolutioll tcsts :\re 
clcy)ictc$tl ill 1:igurc :). 'l'llcsc wcrc constrl: -:(btl fro111 govtcr l)ori18cl iitId 
werc yro.sitio!ictl directly in f'ront of the 1 ir yt: i(:c ~~cf'erence t:irlk sucli 
t h : ~ t  t11c) t:irlk coultl bc vicwcd through t h . 8  miisks. The v:irying window 
sizes pl*ovitletl gconlctric rcsolution dtltn. An ~dditionnl m ~ s k  show11 ill 
l : ig~i~*~l  4 W ; ~ S  tiscti fbr tcmpcrtiture rcsolution testc' nnd wrls rnouritcrl on 
tlll :illi~~iiri~inl tiorscshoc p l i l t~  h i rh  one leg in ice Nnter und thc otlior ill 
I A N 2 .  I'he llvc tftrgct !.:intlows were instrumented with thcr~nocouplc.; :r:; 
sllowli ; ~ n d  provi(l(;tl :I series of five known tcn~perctturcs fbr tcn~y)ox~;~tilrc 
rcsol~itioli studias . 
I'ho 11'l' sullfiicc sirnuliltion tilrget is  shown in Figure 5 ,111(l c!oi~sisth 
~ic!t sl)~*:iy SOPI tipplied to :in tiluminum substrtite ~ n d  mo~uitccl to :11i 
2  0 t The 0.5 in. SOI:I thickness enabled icing conclitior).; iiu* 
t l ~ c  70'1: to 80°1: titn1,icnt tenipcrtitures experienced during the test pro- 
~ X * : I I I I .  'I'll(? SO171 surftlcc wcls instrumented with two thermocouples ;is 
show11 111 the figure, 
'I'll(! vcirious surftice coliting targets tire detailed in Tablc! 2. Thcso 
t;trgcts IVCPC used in the IR reflectiorl irnd Sun reflection tcsts to :tsscss 
t l ~ c  cli'f(?ct of' surfiicc ernissivity tirld tcxturc,  wet rind d r y ,  with rcspect 
t o  ~*clI'l(lctitrrls :it vtt i.us vicwing tingles. Al l  o f  the samplcs were tcstcd 
;it :tniI)ic!lit tcm1)ertiturc , 
'YAHIJI3 2 .  SURI'P-CE COATING TARCiETS 
Al)\)r*evi:ition 
N '1'1'S 
\YH 'l'1~'; 
W ='I'I'S 
\V\V '1'1's 
I3 'I'PS 
\ V l j  -'l'~.- 
W-Alum 
W W  -Alum 
I3 111 tlm 
WI3-Alum 
13V-A lum 
WI3V- Alum 
Article 
Net Spray TPS 
Wet Net Spray TPS 
White (FRL-3) TPS 
Wet White TPS 
Black (flat) TPS 
Wet Black TPS 
White Aluminum 
Wet White Aluminum 
I3lac k Alun~inum 
Wet Black Aluminum 
Blaclc Velvet Aluminum 
Wet Black Velvet Aluminum 
Size (in. ) 
30 30 
30 30 
30 7 30 
30 x 30 
30 'J 30 
30 30 
30 ' 30 
30 , 30 
30 J 30 
30 30 
4 * 4  
4 ' 4  


FOAM INSULATION 
TPS 
(.5" 
SAMPLE 
THICK) 
0 TIC #2 
TPS 
Figure 5. E:xtern:ll tank surface simu1:ttion t.n7~:t-t. 
3 . 0  TEST OPERATIONS 
A typical test operation consisted of establishing the scanner and 
target sites in the desired configuration followed by operation of thc IR 
scanner with data being recorded on video tape and in some instances on 
Polaroid photographs. In addition, still phatographs of the sctlnner site 
rind target site were made for historical dotagmenttition and are included 
in the test log. The reference tanks were checked prior to each test,  
and refilled and stirred as required to assure proper target face tem- 
peratures. The ET surface simulation target was normally operated con- 
tinuously during a test day, and water was applied to the surface u s  
required to form the desired icelfrost accumulation. 
3 . 2  Infrared Scanner Operation 
The Model 525 IR scanner was normally used in each of its three 
operating modes which include the image mode, the line scan mode, and 
the isotherm mode. In all modes, data are displayed on a standard T V  
monitor and for most tests was recorded on video tape. In the itnap" 
mode, the viewed image is  similar to a normal TV picture except the , ?y 
scale represents relative temperature differences. Relative temperatures 
are presented in a continuous range oil gray tones from black to white, 
where the cooler areas can either be choosen dark (normal) or bright 
(inverted). The image mode provides only qualitative data since the 
gray scale cannot be visually interpreted quantitatively. To assess 
actual temperature differences, either the Line scan or the isotherm mode 
was used. 
In the line scan mode, a thermal profile is provided in an analog 
forma-c for any selected horizontal line in the scene. Although the line 
scan mode can accurately provide a temperature profile, it is limited to 
the one-dimensional horizontal line currently selected. The isotherm 
mode provides the same picture as the image mode with the addition that 
all areas which are at the same selected temperature are highlighted. 
The temperature to be highlighted is selected using a calibrated marker 
such that temperature differences within the scene can be determined. 
Data obtained from the IR scanner in either the line scan or  iso- 
therm modes are raw data in scanner units which must be calibrated to 
obtain actual temperatures. The calibration or sensitivity must be deter- 
mined for the current viewing conditions and targets since it is dependent 
on atmospheric attenuation, target emissivities, and background radiatio~:. 
In addition, the IR scanner cannot measure absolute temperatures, but 
only temperature differences. Therefore, a reference target at a known 
temperature must be viewed to determine absolute temperatures. For 
most of the tests, an ice-water and Freon reference tank pair were used 
;1 ion. to determine the sensitivity and the absolute temperature calit>r t' 
The line scan and isotherm modes were used throughout the test program 
to obtain data. 
, ,!I' 111li 
i., 1'oOR 
:\ tot:11 ol' 1 ; I 0  tc:sts ~vcrc' pt~l*li)~-~~lc~cl c l i ~ ~ * i i ~ g  111~ pcl*iod ~ I * O I I I  !I128 I 'it) 
1111*oi1g\1 1 0 /  1 1 /$!I, i111(\ :111 i11)1~1*0vii1te(i test log listilig cuch of these tcsts  
i i t  1 1 3 .  ?I test type cross ~ * ~ ~ C I * C I ~ C C  whic11 i1?~!1:f*:ites for 
~vhich tosts :;l)c.t2i l'ic! t y pcs of d:it,i L V C ! I ' ~  ol~t:iillr\cl 111 '~  iilcl111.i~d ill 'l'ai1)Ie 4 .  
'i'hc fi)llowillK .,c!ctio~~:; proviclc :~(lditio~i:il doti~il or1 tliesc tcsls .uld so\ncl 
0s tilt? la(-hllltb. 1'0st 1C~t  a11l:ilyhi~ Ot'  i.11~~ dillit 1;; ( : O V P I * ~ ( ~  i11 s(!~tlOr~ 5, 0 .  
'l'llc rcferclice tests Lvcrc t he f i ~ * s t  ,-i!r*ic!, 0 1 '  tc?sts ! 1 t Iiro11~,1! 1'1 ) 
I .) ant1 ivc~*o contlucteti in the 13tdltlit1g 4561 IIigil Iji~y :1re:i. I lli?:;c tests 
wcre used to giiill faniili:i~~ix;ilirj~l with tlicl I l i  sc:lnrlcr ccluiprrlent ;il,ti 10 
est:il)lisll the sciinncr opc~t3a~Li~i[!: c:haractc~*r~,tics n :I ~!ont~*ollcri t ~ ~ i v i l \ o i ~ ~ i ~ c i ~ t  
(i .c.  , no soliir, no c!old sky ,  no wiritf , ctc. ) . 'l'hc? 1:irgets collsistetl ot' 
the snt:ill pair of' liet'clvncc tatllts ant1 the E'l' si~riul;dion unit. '1'11~) 
stnx~dard lcrls tind the 3X lens wcrc usctl, :~rltl tests wevc 1)cr1f'orl~~c>tl ;it 
distlinces fro111 25 to 100 St :inti :it viewing arlglcs from O0 to 7U0 oi'l' 
normal. It was tlctermined in these tcsts th:it the sc:inncr tl:lt;i :ale 
indel)endent of tho f'ield of view setting ( zoorn collt~-01) . This is s ig~l i f i  
carit since it allo\vs the opcr:itor to zoom irl on s111iill t:u8gets wliilc malin 
t auning the same sensitivity mid calil)l*ation obt aincd with :i wider* field 
of view. Tile sensitivity dropped off slightly ;it high viewing i~nglcs ancl 
w as :ipp:ircntly caused by an emissivity shift with viewing angle . The 
sensitivity also dropped off with increasing tlistancc clue to a~tn~ospheric! 
attenuation. Both these phenomena were investigatccl further in later 
tes ts .  
4 . 3  Fog Tests 
A series of eight fog tcsts was 1'1111*oi1 the morning of 1011 179 :it 
Test Cell 300. Thc visibility was estirn:lted :it 500 f ' l  at the begilirling of' 
t he  tests at near 800 ft at the conipletion. Tests werc run :lt six 
distances of 75  to 350 ft using the 3X telescope anti the pair of' snlnll 
reference tanks.  The sensitivity was obscl*vecl to drop off' sigl1if'ic:int ly 
with dist:ince as was cxpcctecl; however, the two t:urg'ots could t ) ~ ?  ea~hiiy 
detected :it 350 ft . A s  was determined l:itcr, however, geomel~ic i*r:solu 
tiori was lost at distances grealtelw than L O O  ft (this IS indc~~cnt lo~i t  o f  l i ~ g r .  
The results of these tests are discussed Surtlicr in Section 5 .0 .  
4 . 4  Vignetting Tests 
Thcse tests  (Nos. 26 :111d 27) were conducted to dctcrarniric it' the 
optics showed :my v i p c t t i n g  effects for the 3X lens and st:intl:ird lells. 
respectively. Vignetting effects would he :I ch:lnge in relative 
'l'A131,E 3 .  INFRARED SCANNER VEHIFICXTIOX T E S T  IAOG 
. . *  - - -  
7 ,  .'H 1'79 T I ,  STS 'I N!YL ICIE, Ti1 1' I Vfrtr 1. H [ [ j t j  RAY 
.. ,, .. ...,.... --,.., .. .,,-"~,."....,-,,, ., ,". ,.,.,,, ., .,. . . ,. ". . - " .. - 
1 r ISEFEHEi:NCE :L Y ICEi:..-TF'S* t i "  , , A'T' 2 5 '  AT 0 DEGv MAX FOV 
2 r REIzERENCE 2 Y Rlii:I"EA'r OF I I:: EiT 1 
3 r IIEF'EREZNCE 3 r :C C:E:.-*'TF'Ei*..~FREL(:)N AT i!J ' AT 3 0  DEG r MAX FOV 
4 r REF:'ERENCEZ 4 r  IC:EQ*TFS-I~RG(')N AT 25' A'T 50 nEG? MAX FOV 
S +  REFEIIENCI 5~ ICE--FREON n'r as t  nl- so UEGY MAX FOVr 
6 ,  REFERENCE 6r ICE--FREON AT 25'  AT 7 0  DEGr MAX FOVr 
7 .  REFI::I:\'ENCE 7~ ICE:-+~E:ON A T  a s /  n'r 7 0  r:IEc;, ~ u u  SCANV 
8t  REFERENCE B Y  ICE:-FREON AT :!5' A'T' 7 0  LlEGr M I N  FOVI 
9 + RE:FERENCIZ Y r REl13EA'T OF TEEiT 8 
10, I?15F:FRE:NCE 1 0 ~  I:CE-*F:RlilON AT 2 5 '  AT 5 0  UEGr M I N  FOVr 
1. l + RE:I"'ERENCE 1 :I. Y ICE-*FREON AT 2 5 '  AT 3 0  DEGr MXN FOV r 
121 REFERENCE 12v  ICE--FREON AT 25'  RT 0 DEGr M I N  FCIVr 
1 3 ,  REFERENCE 1 3 r  ICE-FREON AT 2 5 '  AT 0 DEGr FOV SCAN? 
14 r REI::EREi:NCE I ~ Y  ICE:-.'TF:'S.s-tyRI:C)N AT 6 6 '  AT 0 DEGr MAX FOVr 3 X  LENS 
131 RE:FERlii'NCE 1 . 5 ~  REF'EA'T OF' TEST 1.4 
1 6 ,  REFERENCE!: 1 . 6 ~  ICE--'TPS-FREON A'T 1 0 0 '  AT 0 DECir r 7 5  F70Vr JX I-ENS 
17 + ItEFIZRENCE 1 . 7 ~  'KCE:w.'TF'S.~-FREON AT 1 0 0 '  AT 0 DEGr FOV SCANr 3 X  LENS 
:L0/:1 /7Y AM TESTS AT CEI ... L 3 0 0  I N  'THE FOG 
,.,. ".,",..., ..... .." .... ".. -...... a,... "..,. ,.,, ..".-",."" ",.....",."" ..,.""-."..-.,-,.*, -.-. -....* -. ""- .--,- 
I 8 + F'(l(? 
:L 9 + r:(:)T.i 
20 .  FOG 
211 FOG 
22 + F'Oll 
231 17rl('; 
24.  FO(5 
*) 1:: 
,.I b Fr (2  CG 
'TE!.;T 
1' 1: ST 
k;: S 'T' 
TKST 
TI::: T 
r I;: ST 
'TEST 
.y 1:; ;\ , . 
(7 r 
D1STRNC:Er 3X LENS 
DISTANCE Y 3X LENS 
DISTANC:Er 3X LENS 
III STANCE Y 3X LENS 
IlIS'TANCEr 3 X  1-ENS 
D1:STANC;Er 3 X  LENS 
DISTANCE.: r 3X LENS 
D1S'l'ANC;E r 3X LENS 
I. I! / ::? /' '/ Y 'I' 1;: 6 'T C i  A 'T (1: Ei: 1. I... 3 0 0 C: I. 1:: A R AN 1 S IJ N N Y 
MIS I.. I' :C .. . X I  :I: !!;'I' A N C: lii' .I Y .I C: E .-..F:R KC) N / :I: C: E 
M \.I  I 'I' ... 1'1 :I: ':I 'I' A N C: I:' 2 Y 'I: C: Ei:-.I:-I? E O N / :I. (:: Ei: 
MI I I I I ... !:I 'S !ii I' A N (:: E:: 5 r :I: (::I: ,-. 1: N E!: C) N / :I: C: 11: 
MIS1 ...' T"I ,,,. D 'I: EITRN (::E 4 Y :I: (::lii'....i.yl?Ei:C)N / :I: (nE: 
M 1.1 I... '7' :I' .... I:I I: '1; T A N (1: lii' 5 Y :I: C: lii: -.I::R E:ON / 1: C: Ei' 
MI.II. 'T 'I' ....X:l :I:!ii'TAN(':lii: 0 v :C (::l!i:-*17RfF(')N/ 1 (::I:: 
I I 1 I ! A N  7 Y :I: (::EL--.FREC)N/ I CEZ 
MIS I... 1' I: . X I :I: Ei 'I' AN (: E1: El Y 1: C: Fi: --.I:: I? ti'(:) N / :I: C: El: 
A'T :!?I ' ,125 ' STNDKD L-ENS 
AT 50 ' / 2 5  ' BTNDRD I..F.NS 
AT 7 5 ' / 2 5 '  STNDRD l..ENS 
AT 1.00 ' /25 ' Eil'NDRD L.ENEi 
A'r :L50' /2J ' STNDRIS L..ENS 
AT 200 ' /25 ' EI'TNDRD L.EN!S 
A'T ::!St / 2 5  ' EI'TNISRD 1. E:NEi 
AT 50 ' /::"' S'TNDRII I..E!NS 
'R0: l [:cp 71	 t
Op	 ^
'TABLB 3.	 (Continus:#'^^^fIGIIVAr, r11^^': Is tt
36 6 MULTI-Ot$TANCE 9• ICE-FktAlh	 LCi	 Al '50' "50' 3% LEN$
37, MUl TI--Ot:StANC" E its, ICk4k1UN/10- AT ?b,.,bO' 3X Lt N$
38. MULTI-AISTANCE it. ICE ° FRUQNiICL At 100 '/$0' 3X LIN$
39. MULTI - f.4ISTANCE' 12t TCF- FREONi ICE AT 150 1 /50' 3X LED S
40. MULTI -DISTANCE 13. ICE•-F REEON 1 1GE AT 200'/50' 3X LIM
41, EiMTI-°DISTANCE 14, ICF -FREUN/ICE AT 2:50'/510' 3X LEN$
42, MULTI-IiTSTANC:F 14, TCF-FRFON/ICE AT 350'/50' 3X LENS
43. MULTI - DISTANCF' i5r IT:E F• RE ON/ICF AT 400'/50' 3X LENS
44, MUL.TI-DISTANCE Ir•t ICF:°+RLON/ICE AT 450'/50' 3X LENS
45, MULTI -DISTANCE i;, TCF , FREON/IC:C AT 500'/50' 3X LENS
46, VARIABLE DISTANCE I F 	ICE. Al 	 3'	 ra so , , 3X LENS# ISOTHERM MOUE
47. VARIAbLF DISTANCE. 2t ICE_ Al 3' TO 50'1 3X LENS# LINE SCAN MODE
49, SUN REFLECTION It SUN ON/UFF	 ICE-FREON TARGETS ($MUTTERED)
49, SUN REFLECTION 2w SUN ON ICE-FRLEON AT VARYING TILT ANGLE
50+ SUN REFLECTION 3t SUN RF'FL.ECTE'D INTO SCANNER LENS ► ICE-FREON VIEWED
1013179P TESTS AT CELL 300 CLEAR AND SUNNY
51, SKY BACKGROUND It	 SCAN OF ICE ` - FREEON FIEF TANKS
52. SKY BACKGROUND 29	 SCAN OF IC;E•FREON REF TANKS AND SKY
530 TEMP RESOLUTION TEST It	 ICE:/ICE
54, TEMP RESOLUTION TES7 2.	 REPEAT OF TEST 53.
550 TEMP RESOLUTION TEST 39	 ICE' /ICE WITH LN2 COOLED SURFACE:
56, TEMP RESOLUTION TEST 4r 	 ICE/LN2
57, GEOM RESOLUTION It
	
ICE/MASK AT	 25' DISTANCE# 3X LENS
580 GEOM RESOLUTION 2t	 ICE:/MASK AT	 30' DISTANCE# 3X LENS
59, GEOM RESOLUTION 3r	 ICE/MASK AT	 50' DISTANCEY 3X LENS
60. GEOM RESOLUTION 4t 	 ICE/MASK AT	 75' DISTANCE• 3X 1-ENS
61, GEOM REESOI . UT ION 5 p	 IC:E /MASK-FF RrON AT 75' DISTANCE t 3X LENS
62. GFOM RESOLUTION 6t	 ICE-ICE•-FRE ON 300' DISTANCEs 3X LENS
63. G OM RESOLUTION 79	 ICE--ICE' +REON 200' DISTANCE:: 3X LENS
64. GEOM RESOLUTION 8t 	 icr-ICE-FREON 150' DISTANCE. 3X LENS
65 SUN REFE.F"CTTON 4v	 AMBIENT NF:T SPRAY SOP'S
F 66. 'SUN REFE.EwCTTON rt	 AMBIENT W1111	 (FRL -3} SUFI
:. 6/. SUN REFLECTION 6t	 I`MPTENT WHITE ALUMINUM
F 68, SUN REFLECT ION lr,	 AMBIENT NET SPRAY SOFT
69, TR Rat.E_CTION 1, 	 AMBIrNT NF:T SPRAY SOFT
70. IR k FI_FCT10N 2Y	 AMBIENT WHITE (FRL.-3) SOFT
71. IR REFLECTION 3t	 AMBIENT WHTTE~ ALUMINUM'
72, IR REFLECTION 4r	 AMBIE"NT FLAT HE AGK ALUMINUM
F	 i 73, TR kFEFI E:CTIUN 5 
	 AMBIFNr BLACK' VF:t_VLT ALUMINUM
€	
_
lq, C.P/PROF37	 [r	 ICEI	 S-FREEON AT 7'5' DISTANCE s
75* E ONG DISTANCE:	 It	 ICE-•1"Rf:.UN/TCE:-°4 kE ON Ar aoov75'
a ;
.gg
}
E,
13
-
EM
a
a
F
TABLE 3 .  (Continued) 
;h 8 I I K I  !/I 1, CI I ! : I  I{ I  L I' TY 1 v LCt ANSI t ~il. ON TijNht; 
? + I l l  I I V I I I I 1 Y 2 I ('t' TANI\ l lNl Y 
78, Ill+ I t/l F V1'S I Ec l L I 'rY .I r CillClM RTL;0I 11 T 1 i lN  ht9Sl\ CIUI:R I C E  
7 9  + I ( IN6 1'11'5 rAN(':t:' 2r 'I:(1E.-.t,RE:ON/'rl:t I,'l'rl::'tlN 11'1 t I ( ' 0 '  / : 5 1 ) '  Nt:AR F [li:[l!i 
I.10. I ONli X'r:L!:i'TANCE 3 Y II:E.-I:;I:\'EON/I:[:l: , I,:I)l: i;N 1.17 f100'/1-,0 ' FAR FiICIJ: ,  
I J l i ' r l l~ l:O TN'I EII:ZFERE'NC:f' 'TF5T 
4 N i l  I'l'ttiT 
3 .  V IIII: '~.) rFrhNSMmS!;i:)N TE:S'T 
I:~P~IZ'I' o . K~:I~E::I.\'I:Nc:E~' ~ " n ' r r f  RN I I I  'ri:'$ir t i1 :~ l i :  
F,'fiNT I. ,.. A'I F:NI'I (:)I:: 1100 ' I.. 3:Nt r NII C(.)NU'I r C0N:LNG 
:,' ,- hl,y'rl:p& 1 'LI:($'T L l ~ : ~ ~ r l \ " l ) ) [ l ~ 1 : r ] N  AM[,'' 
~:-,qr+.r 3 .-. t 4 ~ ; : ~ t ; ~  AVPR(IX ;.! ' T ~ I  ;3 HI,'I,I: :i I I I ! , ; 'V I<IEI~~~J~N 
l;,-,~ 1 4 - fi 1: 1: 1;. 1 3 ~  NC; 1: 1:vfi r.rl; p c ~  cl 'r '1 1: !.;'r I; ;I, .l'l. 
. 86. I:~:E~./I.:'~~oBT 2 I.~:I:"....I:-Fz~~.oN.,N r ~ " r i  A I 27 w I' T t i  ;I MF'I.~ FAN 
8 ,  I I:f:'/F:'RC)S7 J Y  :I:CF:'....F'FIEON*. TF'S k l 75 '  W l I'H IrL. UOrl L IGHT 
HH I L(:F/I'I.>OS'T 4 Y I1:13-FRE:C)N.-.TPU A 1 75'  W I T H 10 MF'Ii HI-UWEK 
El9 + LCl: /'I. tGDSiT 5 v  ' I '  A 75 '  W : I  T'I-l 1.0 MPH HI OWER 
Y O ,  1 1  , ' I ~ : I : : . - . F : ' ~ ~ ~ :  nr 75' A T  ~o rlt:Ci W I ~ H  VL.UUD ANKI 'L'F; L.AMF' 
Y 1 , I I I Y 'I  ti A r '79, n'r 7:; I'IE:G id I: i 1.1 I-I.C)(IEI ANI IR LAMI,' 
9:'. . T I 7  F(lill::l F::L::'T I hv IIRY Bl ... ACli VI. I..VI:T A7 2 0 .  AT 45 DEG WIT l l  :I.t\' 1.AMF' 
5'3, I F F I . l N  ' v  WE'T'BI ... &(Dl\ VC'L.VE:TAS 2(!' AT 45 ISEG W 1 ' T t i  IF \ ' I .AhF '  
Pltt
^'-;IIi,iTY
TABLE 3.	 (Concluded) ORIC-Ir,
 r, PAGI1 '
OP
 TUB
IS moltM
[F
1citS	 .°'r ' 1'E.SI I .;	 INSI. K 	fit OO	 4`,#6 1 	 i- 411	 UAY
j
9:r. 6ECIM i ,^vst3I 1J7`.Yfm	 9t	 JCE/Mk Nf	 (T 'VV DISTANCE r $JAIFIRD ENS a
06 6
'
OVOM kE: UrOUITION 1#r ICE/MASK." (}F ^	 ,3 • DISTANCEr STNDRV LENS
91, 1k Wt.0*IION CT r WE: T 	 FL A i 	P1.At i T1 ;V TANK AT 17'
r?fi. Th R	 Fi,.uc.TIF:IN 9v DRY	 Ft_Af	 Iit.Al'1 1.F TANK AT 17=
9 1 . 1 P RF"Ftf°t'T!ON	 I G r DRY WIIITN	 SO, a i4eif{ FANh, At 2A	 RVVL OFF LN;' PANEL
-	 40O, IR Rf rl,LCt f-IN	 I t r DRY	 NF ,	 5' 1i	 , AMR PANE 1, AT	 26	 kEF L. OFF I N2 PANF I,
101 IR RF'FL CTTON I	 r DR Y 	Witt I1"	 At i;o AMf*1 PANFi. Af	 2,s'	 RF:.FL UFF I N2 PANt 1,
102. 1R RF" I.I:f:tION l3r DRY T{I,:AGK ALkwl AMB PANVL AT	 26' FRE:FL tit 1- LN} r'ANE:I.
103. TR RE..f'I.k.ClTON	 14 p WET PLACK AL-iM AMB PANEL AT	 26 ,	RE'F'I. OFF L N2 I`ANLt
104. TR Kf't.1:1xT'I ON	 1Eir 10PIAT O '	 IF .il 1 00
1054 1F+ REF" t. LC; I IJIN	 16y DRY	 WHI1 4 '	 Ai 0 -, ^ AMIs PANE.I AT 26 1 REFL OFF 1_N2 PANE:t
106 IF: Rk'VLV.(.'TT0N try WVT WHI ! I	 At 6=^ AMP PANEL AT	 .'6'	 RF.i*L OFF LN-) PANEL
`	 107. 1Fi RF1'`I.IXT 1 (IN	 1t3r DRY WfiTTf " 0IJ AMB PANEL. AT	 26'	 REFt: TIFF LN2 PANEL
too: IR RFF1F'('II'ON	 0- WEE'	 WHITE	 'iUl T AMD PANEL. AT	 26' RCF"L, Off LN'k? hINFI
109. IN R+'+I EC;T'ION 9CY 11Fi'Y	 NE"C	 430t'l F1I'D PANVL Al26' RFFE OFF LN2 PANE:.1.
110+ 1'F± RI F i,.t i T ION 	:'1 r WF i	 NF I'	 := 1 1	 1 AM11 PANF. L AT	 b,	 RE:F'L OFF LN2 PANE I
III, IR RE, rI C I: T I (IN	 2e r DRY	 fit Af'.I	 VF i as AMR PANE 1, A T26 1 REPI- OFF L-N2 PANEL
112o IR RFTIFGTTON 23r WF'T	 fit, ACK	 VE1_') AMID PANEL At	 26'	 REP 1. OFF LN2 PANEL,
113. IR k1-T'I.11CTION 24r PRY EILACI+ VFA V A M V _PANIr1- AT	 26'	 REF 1- OF"f" L 	 :' PANET..
10115179 TESTS	 IN19111F RLttCi dl L iAl	 ')TEWING 00t.131or THRLI POOR
114« SON Rf;'FI F:C'I T ON or DRY	 NET	 .3111 I AMBF'ANE't. AT	 ;3;3'
115, SUN RCFI t"C:TTON 9 y PRY	 WHITE	 At 1IM	 AMD	 f,ANF::t. AT	 331'
10/5/79 I'F S"T, INSIDE BLDC3 4561	 HIG H DAY
ii6• icE./FrmsT y r TI'S AT	 65'	 AT'	 :30	 'T it h WITH F"I	 IOTI L MHf
;00111 /79	
T
ESTS
	
I
NSID
E
	I31_I10 4 1.aE l	 fI f 6fl PAY
117. .1R FxF:F I,f:'CT'1CIN	 '5v DRY	 PLAC K	 ,^I'.lii AMb PANE:.t. AT	 3;'	 REf t. OF F t.N2 PANEL_
110. 1R I1t`f"L.rCT ION
	
;?A r WE I'	 RL..ALI-:	 At, LIM AMR PANf:.1_ AT	 3f '	 T:E:I-1_ OF V L. N"•' PANEL-
1, 19 TR RITT1,F"C'TTON	 2!u DRY	 WH11E.	 At IItM AMB PANEL- AT	 1 :—	 RE'FL OFf" 042 I"ANrt.:
120. 1k REFLE!CTTON	 :'.File WET WHITE" Al AM AMB PANE1. AT	 321	RI::FL OFF I., N:' NANEL
1.21. IF; FiE:Ft_E.CT1(1N	 :;' i^ x DRY	 fsI.AC;I*	w tl . I AMB PAANE I. t.AT 3'< ' RF L fif I >I, N:; PANEI
122: NO TEST
I. ?.I. TR REFt CC I ION 309 wE T	 P	 AC:1,	 'iOi I AMP PANI- , A f	 ;;"	 10.1' 1 s tl	 l t..N PANE I_.
124. 'TR RfFFI VC;11,ON	 3:Lr 1JRY	 Nf:1	 X011 AMB PANEI AI	 Cl . 	 f^rFl (01' !,N;' t`AtIT'L
1 ''5 NI:I I F)'I
t;?1sy TR ftF^f^Lf`I,1"1.CIN	 :3.1v WE I	 NIWI	 T. AM1t PANF_I A^T	 ;3;?'	 RE:F1, Of'!° t. (V:' F'ANr 1.
121. IV RL' f'1f'C:TION
	
Jar Itk'f	 WH1:1 V	 S*01	 l (4M11 PANE-I AT	 32'	 14F-1.- OFF LN2 PANEL
L: 1!T, TFt ftiC l"1.1.:CI I ON	 34 x WF 1	 WH T I F'	 U1 1 6	 . PAN[ 1 AT 23; '	 RH 1,_ OF ( I._N2 PANT~ I_
fi ,:1!N	 l e t. I L. I C' T ION	 .JOB 1:1PY	 Fit (,Ck	 A^ Om	 AMP 1= ANf.l.. A T	 :3ti z
1301
.
SUN	 Rt-I I.I t`TJ'ON	 11+ TIRY WHITII	 Af ilm AMP PANT i. AT	 i^.i`
s
1
{
r.
temperature (image intensity) as the target of interest is viewed in 
different portions of the field of view. The small ice reference target 
was used for these tes t s ,  and was positioned in  the center and around 
the  perimeter of the field of view. For both tests only minor distortion 
was experienced and was considered insignificant. 
Typc 
Reference 
Multi-Distance 
Vrrri:rble Distance 
Long Distance 
Geom Resolution 
Temp Resolution 
Vignetting 
Sun Reflectiori 
117 Reflection 
Searchlight Reflection 
Fog Visibility 
Drizzle Visibility 
Ice /Frost 
WiilCi 
Sky Btlckground 
EE:idio Interference 
Vicleo T r unsmission 
Cloud Observation 
4.5 Multi-Distance Tests 
'l'cst Numbers 
1- 17 
28-45, 75, 79, 80 
46, 47 
75, 79, 80 
57-64, 78 ,  84, 95, 96 
53-56 
26, 27 
48-50, 65 68, 114, 115, 129, 130 
69-73, 98, 93, 97-113, 117-128 
8'7, 90, 91 
18-25 
76-78 
74, 86-91, 04, 116 
74, 86, 88, 89, 94 
51, 52 
8 1 
The multiple distance tests were conducted to assess temperature 
shifts between targets which are viewed at different distances from the 
scttnner. These apparent temperature shifts are  due to atn~ospheric 
attenuation which cause targets at increasing distances to approach the 
local ambient temperature. The tests were conducted using the small 
pair of reference tanks and the alternate ice tank. The alternate ice 
tank was held at :i fixed distance while the pair of ice and Freon tanks 
were positioned at increasing distances. The near and the far tanks 
were viewed without adjusting the scanner setpoints such that the 
apparent temperature shift could be determined. 
I 'OI* ttt:it:- :S I li1*0~1~;11 3,) t l i t>  \t:t11ti:11*11 l l * t t <  \v:\s \ I ~ O \ \  :\i\d fi  x t b t t  
t $11 g'01 i5':I:i ~.1>t i l l  :!s h ;11111 I 111' l* l l l 'O1 '~ l l l lb l~  ):\1lS \)OsitiOllc~ll ; i f  25 to ?[)() (t . 
.It (ii:;t,~~i,*i*s or ' i s  St 1 1 1 ~  I I I O I ~ [ > .  I i t . \ v t ~ v t ~ i * ,  gpo~i~ot i q v  .*c~~,ol~itioli \t1:ls los( 011 
l l i t i  t:1111, ] J , I ~ I * .  '1 '111,  :;\ tl>ll?~!opc1 W:IS 11hct1 Sols t ~ b t s  3t; tl~xto~lgli 
e l 5  wit11 tlio fbiso({ t:l?*:);(>t i L  !\O St :tii(i tlic i ~ ~ ~ f ' ~ > s ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ l  1):iil1 ilt 50 t o  500 S t .  
.\I ciit;t:iricc*:, C X c t  tfdillg 200() i't, g(?otlletri~! 1 '~~01\it i~)tl  W i l s  lost for thi:, 1ell:i. 
r ,  1 itc 1*r1sulth t r i '  t l r ~ \ > ( ~  lcs.>tLi i~I' l !  tli.;cussr~cl in 11i~t;lil i l l  Sccliorr 5 . 0 ,  
4 . 7  Sk) I%iickgrou~ld Tcsts 
':'hc:;e tests wcre peri'ornied wit11 tllc pail1 of' small ~*eferencu t ~ l ~ i i i s  
clcvatcd such t h:it the \riewccl backg~ounil w;is tilt! i*el;~tiv~!ly col(t ~ ~ k y  
ratllela tlii~li the WUZ' I~ICI~  ambient as for most tests. It was somc\?ri~:it n1ot.o 
dif Sicult to acquire the tar get ; ]low ever , no si gni fic:int probleni s ;ilie 
at~ticip:itcd with this coni'iguration . It is  ~~nticip:itcd that w hc?n viewlrlg 
the I3T on the l:~uncli patl, tnuch of  the tank will I)e vicwed in this 
milnnel* ( e . g . ,  the 1,OX tank ogivc). 
4.8 '.t'cmpe~*ature Resolution Tcsts 
A s c ~ ~ i c s  of four ten~pc!~~at~u~*c resoll~tion t : 5s ( 5 3  tl1rough 56) wt31 t k  
perforrnctl t o  assess the basic tcnipcratu~*c accuracy of' thc :,t!:~riricl~. '~'lle 
B A R -  3 target ~)rcscritecl. iri I:igtl~~t> 4 W i l S  used fbr thc~st? tc~t:;.  'I'!ic! 
target was canditionetl to ol)t:iin :i r8:ulg*e of l.;riown tem~)or:iturc?s :in(: tllcr~ 
viewed with the sclinncr in the line sc::\n rnodc along with the? h111:ill ic:i? 
reference tank. Dilta frloni tcsts 54 ,  55 ,  :1nd 56 wc:r*c proc!cs:,cd ;,net :irrl 
presented in Section 5.0.  No diita were obtained froni test 53. 
4. 9 Gcorrietrie Resolution Tests 
Geometric 1-esolution tests were corltl~lcteti usi~ig the HAII. 1 i i ~ i t l  
HAH-2 t:lrgcts presented i r l  I;igui*c 3 .  Tliesc tests were pcribi-med :it 
varying distances to determine Ihc percent resolution versus instuntancoi~:. 
field of view. The poster board niasks were positioned in front of the 
Inllge ice tank such that the ice targct was viewecl through the v:irious 
size h i r s  cut into the mask. A s  the targets rverBc 111ovecl away 1'1-om tllc~ 
scrinrler the percent rcsolutio~l w:is noted for the various size t):~rb. 
The pr*occssed datti are presented in Section 5.  0 :inti i11dic:itcb t h t  t t i t .  
actutll resolution wtls  son~ewliat less thnn vc~idor spccific:\tions. :\tldi- 
tional tests were perfo18med undel* ci18izzlc conditions (78 and 8.11 :111ri t1ls0 
for the standard lens ( 95 ilnd 96).  
4.10 Sun Reflection Tests 
Several tests were run to assess the possibility of interference 
caused by solar radiation incident either on the target or the scanner. 
A total of 11 tests were conducted using several surface coatings, both 
ambient and cold targets, and various Sun angles. The results of these 
tests  did not reveal any interference associated with solar radiation. 
This is generally to be expected since there is Little energy in the por- 
tion of the solar spectrum to which the scanner is sensitive. 
Test 48 was performed using the small pair of reference tanks 
positioned in direct sunlight. The Sun was shuttered on and off the 
targets with no noticeable shift in data. For test 49, the reference 
tanks were tilted about their horizontal axis to vary the Sun angle. 
This resulted in significant appnrent temperature changes at specific 
view angles. These temperature shifts however were attributed to 
emissivity changes with angle, which were observed with and wjthout 
direct solar. 
Test 50 was concerned with solar reflection and possible glare on 
the  scanner lens. Using an alumirium plate as a mirror, the Sun was 
reflected into the scanner lens at angles as low as l o 0  from the viewing 
axis. There was no indicntion of glare 01. othcr intcrfcrencc. 
'I'IIc ~ * c ~ i i : ~ i ~ i i ~ i ~  SIUI ~*cl'leclio~i tc:sts (( is ~ I ~ I * o I I ~ ~ I I  (24, I 1 4 ,  I 15, I ? ! I ,  
: ~ n d  130) wcrc cotitluctctl wit11 scvcrcil o f  the sulll'acc coc~tilig t :~rgcts 
det:liled in Table 2 .  A s  before, there was no indication of teniper:lturc 
shifts due to reflected sol:ir energy. The apparent temperature shifts 
observed in these tests ,are attributed to background IR reflections 
since the shifts were observed with or  without incident solar energy. 
4 . 1 1  Infrared Reflection Tests 
The purpose of these tests was to assess errors in the measured 
temperature due to IR reflections. IR reflections occur because most all 
materials 'lave an emissivity less than unity, and thus have a finite 
reflectivity in the IR band width of the typical scanner. Thus some of 
the  IR radiation reaching the scanner from a typical target will be 
reflected energy from the local surroundings (e. g. , ground, sky,  build- 
ings ,  etc. ). This introduces an error in  the sensed temperature since 
t h e  source of the reflected energy is usually at a different tempernturc 
than the target it: ?If. Furthermore, emissivity i s  known to v:lry with 
incident ;inglc hl* some rn:itcri:ils such that a surfacr: tr:nds to t~r:comr: 
highly reflective :it angles :ippro:iching 905 off' tho rlormal. 
' 1 ' 1 ~  Sirst series of tcsts (R!) throttg11 79) ~YCPL' q~~iilit:itiv(? tcsts 
rlr;itle tlic im:lgs! u~otlc wit11 no :wt utll tl:ltn 1)oing t iilieti. Ttrlose tests 
intficl:~tcad i~ significllnt rcflectiorl :it high of'f- ~iol-ru;il ~ n g l c s  for :ill of the 
sti~~ll)lc:i. illtllo~gh the bltlck velvet co;lting heems to be less serlsitivc 
t l l ; ~ l i  tlic 0111crs. Reflections were ~iotcd for i80tutions :lbout both thc 
iioili.r.ontal :inti vc18tic:tl :ixis. 
'I'(l8ts !I2 *ii1(1 98 were pt:rf?~rlne(l with :in Ill liimp :is :r roilcclion 
s t r i ~ ~ ' ~ ' e  ;llli! t11r ! 1:ick velvet s:in~l)lcs :ib t:irgets, Tasl 92 w:is i i  rlry 
~ i l n ~ ~ l l c  :11:d 93 LV I:, . %  I: ~Ltuci s:ln~ylr:. I t  hlwl~lti 1)c 110t~t1 that ,\;I IP 1:lmp 
is an cxt~*l?~i)t'ly liik;h lit r:~Cli;iti~ll C,~)tlrCtc 1v:ii~'ll ivo~ld  no? nr)1*1111illj I ( *  
~ ? n ~ o u n t e ~ c t t  ~mc*o~ltrollcti a  the 1;iu ~ ; c h  l,:td. 'i' I:(* clry b::~nj~li: S!IL)U eu 
very little ~~cflccticrll uritil ;l;lglus iip~)ra;~cI,:~i:?: t iUo ot'l'-norl.,;il. A t  h 0 3  
ol't' 11ornl:\1 the rcflcctioris were off :.clile on t'hc; ,c,il,;lcr (at 1e:isl ::.3°1: 
~ ? L ~ I ~ O I * ) .  'l'he wt?t stmlple showrtd marc) effect : t t  1))wcr :~nglcs 1)eillg oil' 
sc:llc t ~ t  45". 111 both cases tile rc!iluctioti!, weI1e niorc irltcnsc tit . thL)~c~il: ir  
ti~lglch (arlg.1~ 01' il~eiclence of the. I11 source cclu'il to the viewing iulglc) . 
'l'ests 97 ;inti 98 wclle conrl~icted with tlic l:11~gc! icc I:mk ah the 
t:irget ill the I3uilding 4561 IIigll Btly ai>c:l. 1x1 this corifiguriition the 
loc!;tl c11 (~il-onn~ent (i .e ,  , wnlls, ceiling, ctc. ) was thc sourcc f o ~ *  the 
z*ef?uctions. Sincc thc twget  (ice) w:ls cu~ticr than the ;~nibicnt, thc 
app:ircnt tcmperrlture increased as the target was rot:rted off normtil. 
i t  o n  this test are presented! in Section 5.0 .  
For tests 97 through 113 and tests 117 through 128, the surface 
co:~ting samples detailed in Table 2 were used :IS titrgets and the LN2 
cold plate suri'accs w:is the rcflectiori source. Tlie test  configuration 
irlclutLing the position of the scanner, ta rge t ,  and cold p1:ite i s  siiown 
i n  Figure 6. In contrast to tests 97 and 98, the appllrerit teml~er:iturc 
t1ecre:ised as the targets were rotated off normal, since the target and 
the  local ambient were warmer than the reflection source. A s  with the 
111 sourcc, the reflection showed n strong specu1:lr content with peak 
reflections occurling' when the t:\rget-sc:lnner :inglr :intl. the target-cold 
plate angle was the silnle (Fig. 6) .  Post-test :tnulysis of the data from 
these tes t s  i s  also coverotl in Ser,~ior~ 5.0 .  
4 . 1  Icc/Z?rost Tests 
'i'llc icc/frost tests u~ilized the ET surface sinil~latiorl t:irg'r!t to 
tissess the scanner perform:lncc on targets coated with ice :in!l frost 
accun~ul:ltions and to ev:iluate the data froni a target representative of' 
t he  15'1' surface, which i s  non-uniform and thermally dynamic. The ET 
sirriu1:ition target (Fig. 5) was conditioned such that ice or  frost had 
formed on approximtitely 40 percent of the area. The ice ranged from 
:I filrn to  as much as 0.2 in. , depending on the t e s t ,  and frost accumula- 
tion occurred generally :iround rthe edge of the sample. Test 74  was 
conducted outside :it Cell 300 w'hile the remaining tests (86 through 91, 
0 4 ,  aritl 116) were conducted inside at the Building 4561 High Bay area. 
TESTS 99 THRU 113 TCSTS 117 THRU 128 
Figure 6 .  IR refleeti011 test configurations. 
HI " ' . I  ; 014' TIEE 
01'. ' p  . . i" ,:; IS POOR 
I:OiB to:-t 7 4 ,  tlio t:l~*g.l%t w:ls t*olitlitioriocl withill :i tc~~~pc~*:~t \ i rcr  t111d liunlidity 
o i o  l o  pl-iolb to t l ~ c  t ~ s t  o p ro l i~o t~  icl! gi80wtli. I11 h~11~1'tll, 
tt:(t t(lst5 ~*(ivc~:tI(s(l 110 I I ~ * \ V  i ~ ~ i o ~ ~ i i ~ l i c s  oib I ~ I I C X ~ L ~ ( ~ ~ P ( \  ibcs~ilts ~ * c l i ~ t i ~ ~ g  to :\I\ 
i ~ * o  la I'ilost t11~1*11111111:1t ion 011 tlio s\iiB1'~icc. hletlh~l~*ed t e~iipcri~tui*cs over 
f l i t 1  'l'l'S slli*l':icc> i*t~~lgcsti l'i otn 2'i''l: to tlpprosila:itely 45017 und were cot1 
.si.stcrlt wit11 tl11~ rccorclcd tl~ci~mocouplc ltttli, There wtu; no distinguisl~tible 
ciirf(li~o~lc(~ ixi t l lv  iln:lge of wet, d r y ,  or  ico cotltccl iiPCUS other than the 
t e~i~i)ta~~:lt ~ i i - t b  t iil i't~iic~icc>, 
0 1 1  t 1i.' O ~ l i ~ ~ l ~ l l '  t l a  1 ( 7  1 )  . 1 llt!l k \v{'i'\' llOti~l!~itll~ hll lP1' i lC~ t~ll~i)(:l '~itll~'l '  
osc~illiitioii~ ;l,hi~(~i;lti:(I 1vi~11 ])erio(lit! \vi!l(i ~ ~ 5 t h  (~~stiti~:itc(i iit 2 to 5 111pli) ,
but tllcsc! wcrc xiot co11si(lcre(l ti 1)ot~~rititil 1)1wlj1(!111. 'i'o furt11c1- i ~ l v ~ z t i  
g t~ tc  wiiiri ill'fct!ts, tcsts X ( j ,  88, 89. :inti 9.1 ut i l i~c( l  :i port:ll)le blowor to 
sini~~l:~tc* V ~ ~ I * ~ O U S  \viilcl, vclociticis ;111(1 c:yclt :, ( U ~ J  to 10 n~ph) .  tis l~efol'c. 
t he  surf:~cc tcml~~!i*:iturc cou~c! 1 J L I  scctrl to rUl~:iri~:'c* ib:~piti1y witli induccri 
LVilld cycles . 11 gili11 , this I$ tiS llot ~ 0 1 l ~ i t ~ l ~ l * ~ ~ ~ ~  :I pllObl~ ll ~ i l l t ! ~  1111 tlVClSilg(' 
~ l l r l ' t l ~ c  t~l11~)C~:lt~PP ~Ollltl 1)t: :ltlc(l~iltC?ly 111~:ihlll'~'d. 
'l'lle l*ct~i :~~i ing icc Il'rost tcsts (87, "0, 91, ilntl 116) wel*cl cc;llcctrncrl 
with t)ossibla rcflcctio~is froni typicill search liglits which niiiy bct usetl at 
KSC, tlnd wcrc csscntic~lly an extension of the IR reflection tests. Two 
types of lights were used including a conimon inc;indcsccnt flood light 
tlnd t i  qutirtz IR heating ltmlp. The flood light wtis typical of sources 
with little or it~sigiiificciitt energy it1 the lon gel* IR iviivclungilis , ivllile 
t h e  tlu:liitz 1:lmp 11:is i l  high IIi c~icrgy  content. Tlic 1:unps wcrc posi 
tionetl ap~)xtoxini:~tc~ly 3 to 4 t't i'lBoni tlic t;ii'gct :J? :inlylcs rtlr~t?;ing from 
90° to +9O0 to tlie riol*mtil . T'ticl lainps wcrDe! :)scilliit~tl during the tu:.t 
such tliat ~*cflectioris coultl t)c clistinguishecl f~*om s~ii*facc tenltw*atulDc 
chu11gcs. 
As exl)cctctl tlic~*c w:is niininiurn rcflcctioris cilcountcrcd with tlic 
flood light, tint1 thesc occurrBcd only :it the specu1:lr reflcctiox~ ttllgles. 
Conversely, the quartz I I i  ltlnll) cilusctl significtult r*cflections which ~velb~ 
stlaongest at tlic spccular tirlglcs. Thc results of these tcsts plus the 
Sun reflection tcsts previously cliscusscd canfirm that the sctinncr is 
insensitive to the shorter II i  and visili!c spectrums. 
4.13 1,orlg Distance 
T hc long distance tests were i11i extcrlsiori of' the multi--disttince 
tcsts  tlcsignc tl to :isscss the scariner pcrfornl rincc :it relatively lung 
clstanccs. Thrcc! tests ( 7 5 ,  70 ,  arid 80) were performed with thc srtiall 
ytur of rci'crcncc ttulks positionctl nc:ir the scanner (50  to 75 ft)  :i11ti 
t l ic?  1:lrg.c set  of +rinks 1oc:itstf i l l  800 St f'raom the scanner. The test 
corisistctl of ttilting tltitii fi*oni the near ttirgets :is a t)uselinc tlrlcl thcn 
:~ccluir*ing the ftir ttirgets to :issess tlistancc cffccts. Thc near ttirgets 
werc tlicn rc:lccluirccl to corif'irm thc original biis(:linc data. Ambient 
corlditioris for t ~ ~ t  75 W:IS cletir :inti sunny with :I low relative humidity 
of  37 ~)crccrit.  In co~itr:ist, tcsts '79 ailti 80 werc contiuctecl in :I light 
drizzle or  mist with 1\11 estfmtded visibility of 1 milc or  less. Voi8 :ill the 
tes t s ,  the fluD titrget wtis  et~sily t~crlui~*ed i\nd the sensitivity w:\s grc:lt 
enough to easily distinguish the two targets. The acquired dlitti were ill 
e r ro r ,  Iiowevcr, bectluse the f'tir tnrgetv were not geometricnlly rcsolvccl. 
The revolution fol* these tests was 85 percent, which is low enough to 
invalidate the uctunl data. However, the tests did demonstrtitc tllrlt tt1r - 
gets coultl be acquired at these distrlnces even under adverse corltlitir~ns. 
Post-test anttlysis of dtltll from these tests is  presented with the niulti 
distance test data in Section 5.0. 
4 .14  Drizzle Visibility Tests 
A total of nine tests were performed in  vorious degrees of light 
rtdn and drizzle at the test Cell 300 complex. Tests 76 through 81 wcli*c 
conducted in the heaviest precipitation with the scanner equipmcrlt locilt(?tl 
i n  the block house viewing the ttlrgets positioned outside. The renltliriing 
tests (83 through Q 5 )  were conducted in a light suspended mist witti a11 
of the equipment outside. 
Tests 76, 77 ,  nnd 78 were at relatively close distance (5C ft)  
wherecis tests 70 and 80 were the long distance tests discussed in the 
previous section. The only significant effects which may have been 
caused by the precipitation were observzd in tests 76 and 77. During 
test  76 there was a considerable amount of apparent vapor visible which 
was degrading the view of the targets. Most of this was attributed to  
the Freon boiloff, which had been observed OIL previous tests.  For the 
following test (77),  the Freon target was removed and most of the vapor 
was subsequently eliminated. However, there was still a small amount of 
vapor periodically visible which could not be attributed to Freon. This 
v:ipor did not significantly degrade the image of the target,  nor was it 
observed on ati>T of the other tests under these conditions. I ts  wcurr- 
ence however does suggest the possibility of problems associated with 
p recipit ntion. 
4.15 Radio Interference Test 
During the test program, two-way radios were periodic:illy usetl 
for communicntions and interference of the sciinner operation rv:ls 
commonly observed. Test 81 was specific:llly conducted to nss~sc; r:i(iio 
interference and demonstrated that the scanner was definitelaV1 s~iscc~)t i l ) le  
to  RFI .  Operation of the radios nt close range (within 5 f t )  woultl rcntlc?~~ 
the scanner inoperative. Radio frequency shielding for the sctitlrlcr 
and /or the support equipment may therefore be reyuired. 
'l'cst 83 wiis  11 vitl~?o tl*tt~ls~~iissio~i tcst coiltl~ictc\tl to c\ssrrss tl!c corn- 
1' .til)ility ol' tllc Ili, scitiulci* with co~ii~licrcicll tclcvision conditioniilg ctiltl 
tia:~rlsniissior~ ccluipnlcilt. 'l'hc sciulriei* was conrlectcd to the existing 
ILIS1:C video network as depicted in Figure 7 ,  There was approximi\tely 
750 St of uncontfitioricil line from the sc:inner site to the first distribution 
amp in Huil(ling 4561. From Builtling 456 1 the atnplilied signal was 
iloutcd to E3uiltlirig 11583 where i t  er:telbeci the R1SI:C: witlebnntl distril)ution 
systeirl. 7 ' 1 1 ~  signit1 u ,ls then routctl to Ijuiltling 4570 over a cable 1 . ~ ~ 1  
o f  approxirn:ltcly 2 . 5  miles, where the signal was rnonitored and rccoladctl. 
Hecortiirigs welac :ilso made in  Building 4561 before and after the first 
tlistriblltion amplifier . The rccol-dings 111 iide at the various points irl the 
clist~>ibution system were con~~)ii~'ctf to t~uselinc? recordings made tit the 
sc:iniler site to assess any loss of' sign:~l 01. ir~c:o~r~y~:itil)ility with tlie tiis- 
tribution system. The results were very good with only minor noistt 
tjcirig experienced on transmissions of line scat1 :ind isotherm data. 
However, degradation of the gray scale (temperature) information in the 
image mode could not be assessed with the avrrilable equipment. 
5.0 TEST ANALYSIS 
5 . 1  Geometric Resolution 
A surnrnary of data from the geometric resolutiori tests is presented 
in  Table 5 which details the field of vicw and the ussoci:ited percent 
~*csolution for the various target sizes f1*0111 each test .  The field of vicw 
(presented in milli-radi:lns) is culcu1:ited as FOV = S I D ,  where S is the 
bar size and D is  the viewing distance in consistent units. The percent 
resolution was determined from the line scan data recorded for each test 
and was calculated as R = ~ b / ~ o * ~ ~ ~ ,  where At] was the pc:ik to  peak 
amplitude for the specific b:w size and Ao was the reference peak to 
peak amplitude between ambient and ice. 
The percent resolution is  plotted versus field of view for the 
standard lens in  Figure 8 and the 3X telescope in Figure 9. For each 
lens,  the assumed modulation transfer function (MTF) curve has been fit 
to the data and plotted on the :ippropri:ite graph. Ifsing the MTF curves 
from Figure 8, a field of view of at least 1 6  mrad is required for 100 
percent resolution with the standard lens, and from Figure 9, 5.5 mrad 
is  required for complete resolution with the 3X telescope. In both 
cases, the resolvable element is  :ipproximately 5 percent of the total field 
of view. Using tliese data,  the minimum resolvable target size versus 
distance was generated for both lens and is presented in Figure 10 
for distances up to 300 f t ,  and in 1:igurc 11 for long distances up to 
800 ft. From Figure 10, we see that 100 percent resolution was lost on 
the small tanks (12 x 12 i n . )  at 62 ft for the standard lens and 183 ft 
for the 3X telescope. For purposes of data analysis fro. ' - various 
tests ,  however, 75 ft was assumed as the cutoff point ' 2 standard 
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lens and 200 ft for the 3X telescope. This relates to a resolutiorl 
between 95 percent and 100 percent which is considered witlun the 
normal error band for the data, Similarly from Figure 13., we see that 
resolution was lost on the large tanks (30  x 30 in.) at 450 ft for 100 
percent resolution and 550 A for 95 percent resolution. 
The apparent temperature error resulting from a typical unresolved 
target is shown in Table 6  which presents th? detail d.ata from test 96.  
As seen from these data, there is little error experienced for targets 
which are nearly resolved with only a 0 . 3 O F  error on a 94 percent 
resolved target. However, significant errors are encountered for reso- 
lutions below 80 percent with a 3.4OF error on a 77 percent resolved 
target and a 6.4OF error on a 68 percent resolved target. Consequently, 
data acquired during this test program on targets which were unresolved 
must be considered questionable, if not invalid depending on the degree 
of resolution. Using the data from Figure 8 for the standard lens and 
Figure 9  for the 3X telescope, the geometric resolution for each of the 
tests with acquired data was compiled and is presented on Table 7 .  The 
field of view (FOV) and the resolution (MTF) is presented for each test 
in addition to other test information including the lens type, the targets 
used, and the viewing distance and angle. These data were used in the 
following analysis to assess the validity of the data involved. 
TABLE 6 .  TYPICAL TEMPERATURE ERROR DUE TO UNRESOLVED 
TARGETS (DATA TAKEN FROM TEST 96) 
*Note : Assumed Temperatures 
In summary, Figures 10 and 11 should be used for determining 
geometric resolution limits for the standard and 3X telescope lens, 
respectively. For implementa.tion planning at KSC, resolutions of 95 
percent or greater should be maintained. For both lens tested, the 
resolution was approximately 5 percent of the total field of view. 
Temperature 
Error 
- 
0 . 0  
+ 0 . 3  
+1 .5  
+O. 9  
+1.2  
+ 3 . 4  
+3.4  
+ 3 . 4  
+ 6 . 4  
-1-6.4 
- 
Calculated 
Temperature 
32.0" 
32.0  
32 .3  
33.5  
3 2 . 9  
33.2 
35 .4  
35.4  
35.4  
38 .4  
38.4  
38.7" 
Measured 
Level 
. 9  
.9 
1 . 0  
1 . 4  
1 . 2  
1 . 3  
2 . 0  
2 . 0  
2 . 0  
3 .0  
3 . 0  
3 . 1  
Target 
Ice 
BAR 2 . 0  
BAR 2 . 1  
BAR 2 . 2  
BAR 2 . 3  
BAR 2 . 4  
BAR 2 . 5  
BAR 2 . 6  
BAR 2 . 7  
BAR 2 . 8  
BAR 2 . 9  
Freon 
1 
Resolution 
( %) 
10 0  
10 0  
94 
8  1  
8  1  
81 
7  7  
7  7  
7  7  
6  8  
6  8  
TEST 
T A B L E  7 .  TARGET IN1'OHRIATION AND RESOLUTION D A T A  
- - - -- - -.--- - --. 
TYPE LENS T A R G E ~ S   IS ANG RSL FOV HTF 
REF 
REF 
REF 
REF 
REF 
REF 
REF 
REF 
REF 
REF 
REF 
REF 
REF 
REF 
REF 
REF 
REF 
FOG 
FOG 
FOG 
FOG 
FOG 
FOG 
FOG 
FOG 
V I G 
V I G  
MDIS 
Mn IS  
MDIS 
MD I S 
MKtIS 
MDIS 
MI1 I S 
MDIS 
MD I S 
Mll I S 
MUIS 
MI:lI!; 
M 1) I S 
MDXB 
STN 
STN 
STN 
STN 
STN 
S I  N 
STN 
STN 
STN 
STN 
STN 
STN 
STN 
3 X 
3 X  
3 X  
3 X  
3 X  
3X 
3 X 
3 X  
3 X  
3 X  
3 X  
3 X 
3 X 
STN 
STN 
STN 
STN 
STN 
STN 
Sl'N 
SI'N 
STN 
3x 
3 x 
3 X 
J x 
3 X  
3 X 
S-ICE 
8-ICE 
S-ICE 
S-ICE 
S-ICE 
S-ICE 
S-ICE 
S-  ICE  
S-ICE 
S-ICE 
S-ICE 
S-ICE 
S-ICE 
S-ICE 
S-ICE 
S-ICE 
S-ICE 
S-ICE 
S-ICE 
S-ICE 
S-ICE 
S-ICE 
S-ICE 
S-ICE 
S-ICE 
S-ICE 
S-ICE 
S-ICE 
A-ICE 
S- I CE 
A-ICE 
S-ICE 
A-ICE 
S-ICE 
A-ICE 
S-ICE 
A-ICE 
S- I CE 
A-ICE 
S-ICE 
A- ICE  
S-ICE 
A-ICE 
S- I CE 
A-ICE 
S-ICE 
A-ICE 
S-ICE 
A- ICE 
B--ICE 
A-ICE 
S-ICE 
A- I  I.:E 
6." I CEl 
A-ICE 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-12RN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-F%iI 
S-"RN 
S-FRN 
S-FHN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S--F RN 
S-F'KN 
$...I: KN 
S .... F R N 
TF'S 
TF'S 
TF'S 
TF'S 
l'ps 
TPS 
TF'S 
TF'S 
TEST TYPE LENS 
46 UDIS 3X 
47  vnIs 3 x  
SUNR 
SUNR 
SUNR 
SKYR 
StiYB 
T-RES 
T-RES 
T-RES 
T-KES 
G-RES 
G-RES 
0-RES 
G-RES 
G-RES 
G-RES 
G-RES 
G-RES 
SUNR 
SlJNR 
SUNR 
SUNR 
IRR 
I RR 
I RR 
I RR 
IRK 
ICE 
LD I S 
7 6  DRIZ 3X 
7 7  I:IRIZ 3X 
70  LlRIZ 3X 
79 1-DIS 3X 
TABLE 7. (Continued) 
---- - - -  - - - - - - *  
T A R G E T S   IS 
S-ICE S-FRN 
A-ICE 
S-ICE S-FRN 
A-ICE 
S-ICE S-FRN 
A-ICE 
S-ICE S-FRN 
A-ICE 
S-ICE 
S-ICE 
S- I CE 
S-ICE S-FRN 
S-ICE S-FRN 
S-ICE S-FRN 
S-ICE S-FRN 
S-ICE S-FRN 
BAR-3 
BAR-3 
BAR-3 
BAR-3 
BAR-1 BAR-2 
BAR-1 BAR-2 
BAR-1 BAR-2 
BAR-1 BAR-2 
BAR-1 BAR-2 
S-ICE: S-FRN 
S-ICE S-FRN 
S-ICE S-FRN 
N-TPS 
W-TFS 
W-ALUM 
N-TFS 
N-TPS 
W-TPS 
W-ALUM 
B-ALUM 
BU-ALIJM 
S-ICE S-FRN 
1.-ICE 1.-FRN 
S-ICE S-FRN 
S-ICE S-FRN 
8-ICE 
BnR-2 
1.-ICE 1.-FRN 
S-ICE S-FRN 
L- ICE I..-FUN 
S-ICE S-FRN 
$--ICE S-FRN 
'l'F;'$ 
5 0 
5 0 
3 0  
1 0 0  
4 7  
4 7 
5 0  
5 0 
5 0  
5 0  
2 5  
30 
5 0  
7 5  
S-FRN 7 5  
L- ICE 3 0 0  
L- ICE 200  
L- ICE 1 5 0  
7 5  
7 5 
7 5 
7 5 
7 5 
7 5 
7 5  
7 5 
7 5 
TPS 7 5 
8 0 0  
7 5 
SO 
5 0 
5 0  
8 0 0  
50 
8 0 0  
5 0 
0 
0 
3 0 
3 0 
0 
ANG RSL FOV BTF 
RIIPI:' . .,. . ! i ( )it1 TllE 
ORIGlhiif, I '1 ; 2; IS POOR 
TEST TYFE LENS T A R G E T S  D I S  
I C E  3X 
I C E  3X 
I C E  3X 
I R R  3X 
I R R  3X 
I C E  3X 
G-RES STN 
G-RES STN 
I R R  STN 
I R R  STN 
I R R  STN 
I R K  STN 
I R R  STN 
I R R  STN 
I R R  STN 
I R R  STN 
I R K  STN 
I R K  STN 
I R R  STN 
I R R  STN 
TRR STN 
I R R  STN 
I R K  STN 
I R K  STN 
I R R  STN 
SUNR 3X 
SUNR 3X 
I C E  3 X  
I R R  STN 
I R R  STN 
I R R  STN 
I R K  STN 
I R K  STN 
NOTEST STN 
TRR STPJ 
I R K  STN 
NOTEST STN 
I R K  STN 
I R R  SI'N 
I R R  STN 
SUNR 50 
SlJNR SI'N 
k, 
TPS 
TPS 
S-ICE S-FRN 
TPS 
BU-ALUM 
WBV-CILUH 
S-ICE S-sFRN 
BAR-1 
BAR-2 
L - ICE 
L - I C E  
W-TPS 5-ICF 
N-TPS S- ICE 
W-ALUM S-ICE 
B-ALUH S-ICE 
WB-ALUM S-ICE 
WB-ALUM S-ICE 
W-ALUM S-ICE 
WW-ALUM S-ICE 
W-TPS S- ICE 
WW-TPS S- ICE 
N-TPS S- ICE 
WN-TPS S- ICE 
BU-ALUM S-ICE 
WBV-ALUMS-ICE 
BU-ALUM S-ICE 
N-TPS S- ICE 
W-ALUM S-ICE 
TPS 
H-ALUM S-ICE 
WB-ALUM S-ICE 
W-ALUM S-ICE 
WW-ALUM S-ICE 
B-TF'S S- ICE 
WH-TF'S S- ICE 
N-TPS S- ICE 
UN-TPS S- ICE 
W--TPS S- ICE 
WW-TPS S- ICE 
B-ALUM S-ICE 
W-ALUM S-ICE 
TFS 
TF'S 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FUN 
S-FRN 
S-FUN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FUN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FUN 
S-FHN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
S-FUN 
S-FRN 
S-FKN 
S-FUN 
S-FRN 
S-FRN 
ANQ RSL FOV HTF 
DIS - Target Distance (ft.) 
ANG - Angle to Target Normal (Deg.) 
RSL - Resolution R = Resolved, U = Unresolved 
FOV - 'Parget Field-of-View (milli-radians) 
MTF - Modulation Transfer Function (Resolution) 
+I'll(\ t c\~llpc>rt~t 111*i\ lb(\so1~~tio~l t sts w[\tVi? \ ) ( \ I * I ' o I ~ I I ~ P ( \  usin\: t 1~ f ivv  
S ~ ~ ; I I I ~ ~ I I  t l i t \  lt :I 1 t l~~gi\t  ~) i*esc~~t i \ ( l  i l l  l:igi11*(\ 4 t11l(1 iiiwusst3ii ill Scc1tioi\ 
I t l  tot111 01' s i s  cli~tt~ scrins wcBl*c\ sclcctcd 1'1-onl illo tllrco tc?sts tinct 
tllc pr*oc!ossc~tl tltlt:~ li)ls cue11 is plBcsol~tcd in 'l'nble 8. The (!tit11 scnns 
p t3cst~~iictl wc~*c sc?loctetl to obtliin vtlryitlg tenlperttture profiles riillging 
from 1. X '1: profile oti Test 55-0 to t i  17OF profile on Test 56- 01 10, 'I'lle 
d:itu in 'l'aljlc 8 compttre the temyertlture profile ris measured by the 
thermocouples to thtlt determined by  the IR scanner. For each test the 
dtlttl fr0111 the ice reference and t!le five target segments tire prcsentetl 
ant1 it~cluclo the sc:ltlner level determined from line scan data, tlis 
mc:tsurcrl thcrnlocouple dattt, the calculated temperature determined from 
tlie sciitlllc!r level, :~rld the error  or  difference between the mc:is~~retl 
( t l ~ c r m o c o ~ l ~ ) l ~ )  tlt~tii and the ctllcultlted (scanner) data. 
Sin(vl tlic I:rcotl reference ttlrget wt t s  not used in  these tc?sts, tlic 
sciln1lcl1 son~iitivity was dcterminetl from the difference betwee11 the ice 
rc~t'ellc?ncc :i11(1 thc :lvcrnge of the five segments of the BAR- :3 t:ilBget. 
'I'ha sc:lrirlcr :~l)sol~ltc ctllibrntion wris based on the ice reference, thus 
t h c  icc? t:lr*g.et crror wr i s  tilwnys zero. 
:Is sllowrl ill 'l';iblc 8 the maximum temperature error experienced 
laarigc\tl f1.orn t -1 .  l0l: or1 test 54-0 to -0.9OE: on test 56- 9/10 or tipproxi - 
niately + 1.  Oul: over:ill. Scalnner resolution however is more nppropriotely 
sl)c?cific(l i l l  sc:lnncla units rather than nctutil temperatures , since the 
corlvcrsioil i'~*onl sc:ttltlelp units to temperature (sensitivity) is  variable, 
t1cl)cntlcrlt 011 :itrnospllcric attenutttion , lens configuration, target 
crnissivitic):, . :iiiil other ptlrameters. Therefore, the maximum error in 
~(::11lii1!1~ ullits is ;tlso presented in Table 8 and is  approximately +0. 35 
units ovc>~-:~ll. The relrltionship between temperature error and scanner 
c r ror  is c~xprcsscd ;is 
whc!~*e 1' is thc error  in temperaiture units, E . is the basic scanner t s 
rcrol~~tiol i  tirlaol-. S is the sciulner temperature sensitivity, and A is the t 
:~ttt!~lu:iliorl f'it(Aor due to atmospheric attenuation, lens configur:~tions, 
i l t i s  I .  t I  scanner resolution of t o .  35 units as shown by this 
ail:~lyhis i:; irl :tg~*c?ement with general observations of scanner output,  
p:u~ticlil:ii*ly iri the line scan mode, which shows a noise constant of 
:i1)pi*oxir11:itely t 0 . 2 5  to 20. 33 units inherent in the instrument. 
'SAHT,E 8, TEh1PERATI'lIK HESO1,UTIOX TEST RESULTS 
MtAS CALC 
1 E V E 1  TEMP TEMP ERROR 
r ~ h r t i i  I I I N ~  T S )  (DEW t LIEOF) (DTGF ) 
SENSI? I V I  I Y  = 0 4 0 1  UNI TS/LltGb 
ML 4'1 CALC 
L t V t !  7 EMF' TEMP Ef<HOR 
TARULI ( IJNI I S  ( LlEGF ) ( LIEG'F) ( LlEtit ) 
ML O!J 1:AL (, 
I I . V t  1 1 1  MF' I EIMf' t t<t<L)l< 
lARliE1 ( I I N I I S )  (L lE( i1 )  ( I I E l j I )  ( I l k  t i F  
MAXIMUM SCANNER 
EHROR =+oJ78 UNITS 
MAXIMUM SCANNER 
ERROR =-a321 UNITS 
MAXIMUM SCANNER 
k-RROK = - + o i l 0  U N I I S  
t
µ
TABLE 8.
TEST U-2/3
aK RIM #n ft naria.#i tefi u+L1
SENSITIVITY w 1 346 UNIT 'Sa`DW
I
MM VALC
LEVU TEMP ir"P ERROR
TARGET	 tWIS' [0E't40 tDEDF1 a
ICE	 0*? 3210 32#0 0#4
I	 -^C 1704 - -
x,	 3#5 ;W#Ei 30 1 a 064 MARIMUN SCAvKR
3	 7.3 5004 50#a -004 ERROR *— * 130 UNITS
?*4 X 6* 4 tid!A: 4 04ii6
a
TEST	 6-718 SLNSIIIVITY .318 VNIT'Sil00
MCAS CALL
LEVEL . TEMP 11E'iiN EkkOk. .
TAROE T	 (UNITS) t DE PT { OESF?
-	 ICF	 1.v 3'#0 314'.0 0#4
`	 2	 4#6 41 4 40#8 -0.7 MAXIMUh SCANNER3	 910 !^I # 1 51#4 ° 0*2 ERROR —.223 UNITS
4	 9* 5 t6l' 9 ti6, 2 0#3
T'ES'T N6-9/0 SENSITIVITY .313 WITS/PEO
TARGUTS	 (Ph	 CS) (PeGf) ftfE'(it`) IfEara
ICE	 ► #1 .q3^* ;,	 #t) AfU
2	 ^l..' 40, 9 40# U t} f 9 MAXIMUM SCANNER
3	 1.0 51*6 41#4 —04 ERROR ft -- 282 UNITS
4	 9* 4 Sb#U 56* ti 0.5
r	
r	 S'#f# FP 3 SE`S 0*
t
I
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5 . 3  'l'empcrature Sensitivity 
A s  previously discussed, the data output by the IR scanner is in 
raw sc:inner units which must be cnlibrated to obtnin actual tenipeyt~turles. 
The relt~tionship bctweerl sctlnncr units and temperature i s  the instru- 
ments' teunpwature serlsitivity (S .) expressed in units per OF. This 
b 
scllsitivity is  dept!ndent on many factors including the target emissivity, 
the target temperature (i .e . , the sensitivity varies with temperature) , 
:iiniosphrtric iitten11:ition . lint1 thc scilnnei* optics configuration including 
lens filters, ctc. ' Y o  cteteiBrnine the sensitivity for given conditions i t  is  
required i o  view two known reference tailgets under the s a l e  conditions. 
The sensitivity is then calculated as 
where I and I are  tl!e scanner readings corresponding to the ttvn 1 2 
reference targets at temperatures T and T2 .  Throughout the test pro- 1 
gram, an ice /water tank and a Freon 1 1 4  tank were used as the two 
reference targets. The thermocouple d ~ t a  from these tanks for the first 
17  tests are presented in Table 9. The absolute temperatures shown are 
in error because the thermocouple reference junction was misadjusted; 
however, the tr mperature difference between the tanks is correct. A s  
shown, the temperature difference is  fairly stable with an average reading 
of 6.66OF and a standard deviation of 0.3OF o r  4 .5  percent, 
Possible errors due to the variation of sensitivity with temperature 
are shown in  Figure 1 2  which depicts the theoretical actual measured 
temperatures for a scanner calibrated by a 32OF and a 42OF reference 
target pAr. A s  shown, the error  is  insignificant within the range of the 
reference targets and becomes important only at temperatures beyond the 
range of interest. Therefore, we can neglect sensitivity changes with 
temperature unless the target temperature i s  substantially beyond the 
range of the reference targets. 
Using the average temperature difference between the reference 
tank pair as 6.66OF, the sensitivity was calculated for all the tests with 
sufficient data available and is  tabulated in Table 10. The sensitivity i s  
shown for line scan and isotherm data and the average of the two. For 
those targets that were not geometricallv resolved, a corrected sensitivity 
was calcuiated based on the percent resoiution for the target and the 
ambient temperature. It should be realized however that the credit:rhility 
of the corrected reading is  low and is presented for information only. 
St:~ncl!~rd lens serisitivities for the 10 scale versus distance are 
presented in Figure 13 .  'l'he reference tests were all taken at one 
distancc :uld show a considernble spread, probably due to viewing angle 
effects.   he rnulti-distnnce tests qhow a slight decrease in sensitivity 
with ciist:iiiec which was raxpectetl (rlote that the multi-distance d:ita :Ire 
unresolvecl. after 75 f t ) .  
Figures 1 4  and 15  present similar data for the 3X telescope lens. 
The refercrlce test :~ntl multi-distance test data nre presented in Figure 
1 4 ,  ant1 the resolution and icelfrost test d:it:i are presented in IJigure 15.  
From Figure 1 4  we see the same decrease in sensitivity with 
distance as observed with the st:lndcwd lens. The reference tests which 
were performed indoors on a ia:dny day show a lower sensitivity than the 
multi-distance tests ,  prob:tbly due to the increased humidity. Figure 15 
SENSED TEMPERATURE - O F  
TAI3T,I< 10. I R  SCANN1:R S E N S I T I V I T Y  DATA 
S E N S I  
L I N E  SCAN I 'TEST 
F( E 1:' 
R F: F. 
REF' 
H t':: F 
REF 
REF: 
REF 
REF 
RElF 
REF 
REF" 
REI" 
REF' 
R E 1.:' 
R F: 1: 
REF' 
REF' 
FOG 
FOG 
Foci 
F'OG 
FClO 
S'rN 1 0  
STN 1 0  
S'T'N 'LO 
STN 1 0  
STN 1 0  
STN 1 0  
STN 1.0 
STN 1 0  
STN 1.0 
STN :I.O 
S'TN 1 0  
S'TN 1 0  
STN 3.0 
3X 1.0 
3X 1,o 
XiX 3.0 
3X 1.0 
3X 1 0  
3 X  1 0  
ax 1.0 
3 x '1 0 
3 X  1.0 
2 5 0 R 
2 5  0 R 
2 5 3 0  R 
25 5 0  R 
25 5 0  R 
2 5  7 0  H 
25 7 0  R 
2 5 7 0  R 
' 2  5 
., . 7 0  R 
25 5 0  R 
2 5 3 0  li 
2 5  
3 17 
0 R 
A*.. 4 0 1.7 
6 6 0 R 
6 6 0 R 
1 0 0  0 R 
3.00 0 R 
7 5 0 R 
3.00 0 R 
1.50 0 R 
2 0 0  0 R 
aso o 11 
CORRECTEII 
3 0 0  0 U 
CORRECTED 
3 5 0  0 11 
CORRECTED 
'7 5 0 R 
2 5  0 R 
5 0  0 R 
7 5 0 11 
CO)RRECTED 
:LOO 0 U 
CORRECTEII 
s.30 0 U 
C:ORRECTEKl 
2 0 0  0 U 
CORRECTED 
,-)I2 
6.- ,.I 0 R 
5 0  0 R 
5 0  0 R 
7 ?; 0 R 
1. 0 0 0 li 
1 5 0  0 R 
2 00 0 R 
250 0 11 
C:TJRRE:C:'TETI 
350 0 1.1 
CCIRREC:'TEL'I 
4 0 0  0 11 
C: Cl R R E: C T If D 
450 0 11 
CUFZFZf.:I::'rED 
FCIG 
F (3 0;
MDIS 
MDIS 
MU I!: 
3 X  '1.0 
S'TN 1.0 
STN 1 0  
S'TN 1 0  
MDSS STN 1 0  
STN 1 0  
M I  I 'I. $3 
3 X 'I. 0 
H '
TABLE 10.	 {Continu")
a
rc k	 N ^ i	 T'	 I	 +i	 T ;	 ' ]
T'T 13t TYPE, UNS aCA1_E t11t4F ANG	 T:3L. 1 INk' SCAN ISOTHERM A' , 	i%Akil
g 45 MID IS :3X to noo	 0	 0 .3 13 #77 + »„
CORRECTED 9 431 #369 .4
49 ,UNTO(_ _ 3X 10 1$0	 0	 R -# 42 .42 #4
51 91(YB :3X 10 47	 30	 R, *42 #42  4.'
i 52 SKYV 3x 1 0 47	 30	 Tit #48 #48 # 4k
54 T-RFS ;fix 11) 54	 0	 R #343 0 #343
55 T RE S U 10 50	 U	 R #382
`
0 *382 z
a 56 Tw RFS 3X 10 15 0	 0	 R #325 R? ► ;325.
61 tl-RFS 3X to 75 	 0	 R #45 0 .45
67 C^»NE's 3X 9. 4 3030	 0	 u # 20S #27 .277
f' Ok iECTE:G *327 _. 31 10318
63 --RFS 3X 10 200	 4	 R, #42 #405 .41.E
64 G-ALS U 10 t5o	 0	 R #39 0 *39r
74 ICE :3x 20 75	 0	 R 13 0 24 ► 27
7S 1 DIS U 10 800	 0	 U .45 .3+7 , 42
CORRECTED #529 #450 #494
'ANT:+ TROT SET	 •715	 4	 R ' *33 #315 #322
76 TIRIZ ;3X 10 b0	 0	 R #36 0 *36
79 LDIS 3X 10 Sop	 0	 U •39 #375 .352
CORRECTE D v458 # 441 *449
2ND TROT SET	 50	 0	 R $6 #36 .36
80 LUIS 3X 10 Soo
	
0	 U #375 #345 *36
C ORR CTep .441 .405 .423
'+,M) T PUT SET	 50	 0	 R *36 #36 136
84 G• TAE'S 3X 10 "SO	 {)	 R_ #45 , 0 .45
Tab ICE 3X 10 27	 0	 R<` 4 #375 .375 f
1 90 ICE' .'3X 14 75	 0	 R Q . `.195 #28.15 1
94 ICE 3X 10 75	 4	 R 0 .33 .33
95 IRR STN 14 17	 {?	 R 0 0315 .315
99 .T.RR STN 10 26	 0	 R 0 .18 "Is j
100 IRK STN 20 26	 0	 R 0 # 15 15
141 I R STN 20 26	 0	 R 0 .135 # 135
1 02 IRK STN 24 76 	0	 h 0 # 135 ; 1135
103 IRR !3T N 20 26	 0	 R 0 *15 # 15
104 IRK !ITN #"'. 0 26	 R 0 , 15 015
10:i IRR s'T N .x0 26	 4	 1, 0 +135 # 135
:106 IRK STN 20 26	 o	 R 0 .135 *135
107 IRK s,rt4 2o 26	 0	 R 0 #12 *12
' 'tog T^^PR STN 0^ :16	 0	 p 4 # 135 3^i
109 . 1 5
w 114 TRR SI N "}{} 26	 4	 1'•t 0 .15 ; If,
119. 1RP sn,o 21)	 t)	 li t) 1164 *165
i.fll.xr`! " {,T1	 fs f, -1 75 *175
t 19 ITci' I T^! 10 j (2yµtt C ij
y
113 lhP S*TN 20 2 2 x.} a I-. ♦ 	 .!
f;CiME('I-Lit ' ti #239 .239
1114 91,1NIZ ? '^} '}_	 r	 1'. 4 15 r5 :2rJ
f	 t^1 :*1001{s' 3.; :wtx ;: :X	 Ct	 fi $) +225 .2 ;5
1 .1, 1 t4 Ti }. ,r 1 0 0i^ t) + 09 09 1
F	 '
:
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' i t  N ! i I . T l ' V T  T Y  
I !  l 1 NF SCAN 1SOTHERh AVFKAGE 
DIST - Target Distance (ft.) 
ANG - Angle to Target Normal (Der,.) 
RSL - Resolution R = Resolved, D = Unresol.ved 
Line Scan - Sensitivity from Line Scan Mode (units/O~) 
Isotherm - Sensitivity from Isotherm Mode (units/O~) 
Average - Average of Line Scan and Isotherm 
sllows the same clistance effects for the geometric resolution tests.  'L'lic 
temperature resolution tests :rnd ice /frost tests show a moderate amount 
of spread probably due to clispersions caused by reference target e r rors ,  
emissivity shifts , scanner resolution limits , etc . 
Figure 16 presents data from the fog tests which used the 3X 
telescol~c lens nnci the 10 scale. An shown there is a significant drop 
with dist:ince which is substantially greater than would be prctlicted for 
atmospheric attenuniion under 100 percent humidity conditions. This 
grcatcr attenuation i s  :ittributeci to the suspended water particles which 
a r e  present in fog and effectively iricrease thc :~tmospheric emissivity. 
A summary of the nominal sensitivities for the two lens configura-. 
tions is presented in T:ible 11 which is an average of selected data from 
Table 10. The data selected do not include any tests over 150 ft viewing 
distance, :my tests with unresolved data, or any drizzle or fog tests .  
These data should be considered ;is the average sensitivity with the 
specified deviations for nominal close range viewing conditions. 
5 .4  Ilistance Effects 
The effect of viewing distance on sensitivity was discussed in the 
previous section where it was shown that sensitivity decreased with 
increasing distance. The cause for the decrease in sensitivity is 
atmospheric attenuation of the target energies coupled with receipt of 
energy from the atmosphere itself. The predominant parameter affecting 
atmospheric attenuation is the water vapor content of the atmosphere, 
since effects from other gases (e. g .  , CO ) are insignificant for the 2 

(I) 
G 
M 
.A 
(I) 
(10 SCALE DATA) 
v GEOM RESOLUTION TEST 
0 ICEIFROST TEST 
VIEWING DISTANCE - FT. 
Figure 15. Sensitivity versus distance for 3X telescope lens. 

TABTJE 11. SENSITIVITY AVERAGES 
bandwidth of the IR scanner ( i .e . ,  8 to 12 microns). The spectral 
emissivity of water vapor is shown in Figure 17 for two sets of typicill 
conditions. A s  shown there is a "transmittance window" at the band 
width of the scanner with the emissivity being insignificant (for the 
cases shown) between 9 and 1 2  microns. The stated band width for the 
scanner (8 to  12 microns) is also shown; however, the vendor has 
indicated that the cutoff at 8 microns is a gradual roll off such that the 
scanner is somewhat sensitive to energy above 8 microns. Since this 
is the edge of the "transmittance window , I f  atmospheric attenuation is 
highly dependent on the actual bandwidth of the scanner. A s  indicated 
in Figure 1 7  the effective emissivity of the atmosphere increases as the 
viewing distance is increased or as the water vapor content of the 
atmosphere is increased (high humidity). In addition to the decrease in 
scanner sensitivity already noted, the atmospheric attenuation also causes 
a shift in the apparent target temperature. A s  the viewing distance is 
increased, the target temperature appears to approach the ambient tem- 
perature, which for the current application would be a temperature 
increase. This is a potential problem since the viewing distance from a 
scanner mounted on the Fixed Service Structure (FSS) would vary as 
the ET is scanned vertically, and for many ET stations would be different 
than the reference target viewing distance. 
The multiple distance tests (reference Section 4.5) were conducted 
to assess this problem and the resultant data are tabulated in Table 12. 
The data presented are the apparent temperature shift between two 
targets at different distances but at the same temperature. Data from 
the line scan mode and the isotherm mode are included (where available) 
a -  wall as the average of the two. When both an ice tank pair and a 
Freon tank pair were used, the overall average of both was computed. 
A s  with the sensitivity analysis, corrected data are included for those 
tests with unresolved targets and are based on the percent resolution 
;md the ambient temperature as follows : 
Con fieurution 
Stundurd Lens 
10 Scale 
Sttmdurd Lens 
20 Scule 
3X Telescope 
10 Scule 
3X Telescope 
20 Scale 
Avei*oge 
Se~lsitivit y 
0.313 
0.144 
0.369 
0.25 
St nndnPd 
Devicltion 
0.0267 
0.0149 
0.0618 
0.0229 
- 
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TAI~IJE 12. ~ I U I J T I - D I S T A N C E  LIPPARENT T E I I P B R A T L ? ~ ? ~ .  L~EIIPTB.;;;;~ IS p O O ~  
- ------ - --- --- - - - . 
11.t 1 -1Ck.' b tit  ;'dl-b REUN2 OVERALL 
TESl  T Y F L  L kN:; LlIbl 1 IIlST,' 1 t, ~ S L )  A V i  L:r I S U  A C c  r I V t  
2 8  M I l IS  S I N  25 h 23 h $2 0 0 3 0 0 0 
29 MUIS 511'4 50 H 23 K 0 1 0 3  l o 3  0 0 0 l o 3  
30 MDIS STN 75 IJ ?5 K O 3.6 306 3 0 0 3 .6  
C0HHt l : ILU 0 1 3.1 0 0 0 2 0  1 
31 Mt I lS  STN 1 0 0  U ? 5  H 0 702 '  7 0 2  3 0 0 7 o 2 
C O K K t C l L I I  0 .3 3 0 0 0 3 
.4:I M I I IS  b l N  l ! 5 0 I J  5 h' 0 11.1 1 1 0 1  0 0 3 11.1 
Cllh'ht I .  1 t.LI 0 1 3 . 1  U 0 0 3 .1  
' 3.4 MD lH  STN 3 0 0  U ? 3  t i  0 14.4 1 4 0 4  0 0 0 1 4 . 4  
C l 1 H R t C l t U  0 d o 5  3.b 0 0 0 3 0 5 
3 4  MII'LS S I N  25 K i15 61 oY 0 o Y 3 0 0 Y 
35 MLllS STN :JO K :!5 K 1.J 1 0 8  1.6 0 0 0 1 b6 
36 Mt l IS  3 X  ~ J O  K 5 0  K 0 2  0 r l !  U 0 0 $ 2  
37 MUIS  3X 15 F 50 H 0 02 * : I  0 0 0 $ 2  
30 M l I l S  J X  1 0 0 1 1  5 0  R 0 6  I Y e 8 0 0 0 . 8  
39 MLl lS 3 X  150 K 50 R 0 S o l  5 . 1  0 0 0 5 . 1  
4 0  M l l I S  3X 2 0 0 R  SO K 8 . 1  8 0 8  8 * 4  0 0 0 8 0 4  
C U K K t I ; I t I I  704 8 o i  7 . 8  0 0 0 7.8 
4 1  MLlIS 3X :!50U 50 R 0 2  0 8  6 0 0 0 6 
CUHHLCTEU 3 .2  20  7 3 0 0 0 4 
4 2  I 3X 3 5 0 U  5 0  K 4 0 8  4 0 6  4 0 1  0 0 0 4 I 7 
C1)RKECl E I I  20 1 2 . 1  20  1 0 0 0 2 . 1  
43 Mr l IS  3X 400 U 5 0  R 0 Y Y 0 0 0 9 
CURRECTEU 0 o 3 0 3  0 0 0 o 3 
44 MII1.S 3X 4 S O I J  50 R 1 0 0 4  1101 1 0 0 8  0 0 0 10.8 
C:C)kRkCTEII 4 1 , 4  + Y  0 0 0 0 9  
45 M I l l S  3X r ~ 0 0 1 I  50 H 818 9 0 5  9 . 1  0 0 0 9 . 1  
CURRECI ELI 3 2 1  2.5 0 0 0 2 . 5  
73 L l l I S  3 X  8 0 0 U  7 5  K 8 0 1  814 816 1 1 9 2  909 1 0 . 6  9.6 
C(IKf\'ECTED .8 0 7  18 4 .9  3 .6  4 0 2  2 0 5  
79 1 L I IS  3X 0 0 0  IJ 50 k 1 1 2  0 7.6 7.7 8 .3  8 7 0 8  
COHKEL:TEII 3 . 3  403 3 . B  5.1 5 .8  5 0 5  4 I 7 
80 L U I S  JX 8 0 0  u 50 K 7 8 :  7 . 7  7 .5  8 7.7 7.7 
CUKKECTELI d e ?  4 1 5  3 .8  4 6 7  513  5 4.4 
DIST1 - Far target distance (ft) 
DISTZ - Near target distance (ft) 
LS - Line scan data (OF) 
IS0 - Isotherm data (OF) 
AVG - Average of LS and IS0 data 
where 1 iu the riml)icnt scanner level, It is  the target scanner level, f 
11 
is tile rcsolutioli f'i~ctor ( 0  to I ) ,  ilnd I; is thc corrected target scanner 
level. Tlic t;ilbyut sc:niner level is  then conver~sd to temperature based 
on the se~isitivity f'180tu the nctw turgets. A s  with the sensitivity analysis, 
the credil~ility of this corrected dtitil is  questionable and is included to 
help iisscss t r e~ lds .  
Apl)ilrclit ternpc~*tltures versus distance iire plotted in Figure 18 
folb the sti l~~tl: t~*d lens, iind 1:igure 19 for the 3X telescope. The data 
plottcd ilrc the iippiupc~lt terllperuture of the far target as it is moved 
away from the ne:lr f'ixcd ttilDget which is assumed to be at 32OP. Sig- 
nificant CI*I*OI*Y c:in i*esult fbr distiince changes as small as 50 ft , par- 
ticulilrly c~t close IDii l l f fC.  As the viewing distances increase, however, 
t h e  error duc to :I cieltn distance clecreases since the functiona is 
exponential. 
An ol,tion :~vliil:il)lc which could be used to  reduce multi-distance 
effects is :I spcct~*al f'iltc?r to sharply cutoff energy iibove 9 microns, 
t h u s  eliminating niost ill1 of the titmospheric attenuation effects due to  
wiltcr v:lpor. IIowevcr, bcc:lusc of the nnrrower band width the total 
eneygy rccc?ive(l :it thcb detector is reduced, thus reducing the scanner 
sensitivity. This ill t u r n  results in a higher temperature resolution 
e r ro r  (ref'r>~-cticcl Scction 5 . 2 ) .  The tradeoff of decreased sensitivity for 
a sigriific:l~it rcciuction irl clist:lnce effects may be desirable tind will have 
to  be asscsscd. 
Since niost :111 s~u~*S::lces, including the ET TPS surface, are  not 
perfect "b1:ick body r:ldi::ltors ," nny determination of surface temperature 
using I H  sc:lllning tectiniqucs will involve possible errors due to reflec- 
tions. Keflcctarice is  the portion of energy incident on a surface which 
is neitllcr :il)sorl,e(l nor transmitted through the object. Since the 
transniitt:iiicc can 1)c i~ssumecl zero for the current application, the reflec- 
trlncc ci111 be c:~lcul:itcd ixcco13ding to I~irehhofffs  law ;IS: 
where 0. is the ref'1ect:ulce :ind i. is the emissivity of the surface for 1 
t h e  spectral Ila.. width of interest ( i .e .  , X = 8 to 1 2  microns). The 
emissivity ol' t l l t  current ET white paint (FEEL-3) is  0.89 to 0.91 whereas 
APPARENT TARGET TEMP - OF 
APPARENT TARGET TEMP - OF 
both water and ice reportedly have emissivities in the 0.94 to 0.96 range. 
Therefore the reflectance can be expected to be between 0.04 and 0.11 
for normal conditions. 
For targets with a finite reflectance (i .e. ,  emissivity less than I ) ,  
the incoming energy detected by the scanner is the sum of the emitted 
and reflected energy from the target as follows: 
where 'emitted is a function of the target temperature and E ambient is 
dependent on the effective ambient temperature. If the reference targets 
used to calibrate the scanner have the same emissivity as the target 
being measured and if the background radiation is the same for both, 
then the reflected ambient will cancel out in the calibration and there 
would be no error due to reflections. However, differences in emissivity 
between the reference and the measured targets, or differing ambient 
conditions , can cause errors which may become significant . The relation- 
ship governing the temperature sensed by a typical scanner, disregarding 
atmospheric attenuation effects, can be expressed by the following 
equation : 
where Tt is the target temperature, Tb is  the effective background 
temperature, and E is the target emissivity. The above equation can be 
solved for the various influence coefficients including the target 
emissivity influence ( a T / a E) and the background temperature influence 
( 3 Ts 1 a T,) . These coefficients are 
and 
where the nppropriatc substitutions were n~nde for consttints C1 a ~ d  C , , .  
" 
A s  seen, the target emissivity iilfluence is zero if the ttutg;et :\nd bwk - 
ground t e m p e r a t ~ ~ e s  are the sruue. For bnckground tempert\tures higher 
than the target,  the influence is  negative, nnd for il backgroulld colder 
than the target, the influence is positive. However, the background 
temperature influence is always positive. An increase or decrease in the 
background temperature always causes a corresponding increase or 
decrease in the sensed temperature. The above equations assume the 
reference target temperature and the measured ttlrget temperatures 
remain constcant. In addition it  can be shown that the emissivity influence 
coefficient is valid for changes in either the reference target emissivity 
o r  the measured target emissivity assuming the other is constant. 
Similarly, the background temperature influence coefficient can be used 
for changes in  effective background temperature at either the reference 
target or the measured target, assuming the other i s  unchanged. These 
influence coefficierlts have been evaluated for the range of emissivities 
and background temperatures expected, and are presented in Table 13. 
Also included in Table 1 3  are typical temperature errors evaluated for a 
change in emissivity of 0.05 and a background temperature change of 
50°F. As shown, the error due to emissivity shifts within the expected 
range is approximately t2.5OF. Errors due to background temperature 
shifts can be substantial for the lower emissivities, but are generally 
within 22.5OF for the higher emissivities of ice and water. 
In addition to the normal shift in emissivity between dry and wet 
(or ice), the emissivity may also vary with viewing angles, particularly 
at  off-normal angles of 4 5 O  or more. Published data for water and ice 
indicate that the emissivity is constant at 0.95 for angles up to 50° 
where the emittance begins to drop, falling off to below 0.7 for an 80° 
viewing angle. The I R  reflection tests described in Section 4.11 were 
conducted to assess this problem. 
Tests 97 and 98 were conducted in the Building 4561 High Bay area 
and utilized the large ice reference tank as the target. This target is 
flat black with an estimated emissivity (normal) of 0.95. During the 
t es t ,  the target was rotated to achieve different viewing angles while 
maintaining a c itant background temperature (i. e.  , the building). 
Any change in apparent temperature then should be due to an emissivity 
shift with angle. Test 97 was conducted with a wet target (condensate) 
whereas for test 98 the target was wiped dry. As seen in Table 14, 
both tests exhibited the general trend of reduced emissivities at high 
viewing angles, with the dry tank showing a higher error than the wet. 
For viewing angles of 4 5 O  or less, the maximum error seen was 1.3OF. 
However, since only two tests were conducted these data can only be 
considered preliminary. 
To assess other s-~:cface coatings, particularly the TPS samples, 
additional tests were conducted using the surface coating targets listed 
in Table 2. Since these targets were at ambient temperature, the LN2 
TABLE 13. TARGET INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS 
TABLE 14. AMBIENT INFRARED REFLECTION TEST RESULTS 
Emiss ivi ty  
3 T s  
- 
3 E 
E r r o r  f o r  
A E  = 0.05 
B a c k g r o u n d  T e m p e r a t u r e  
3Ts 
-
a T ~  
E r r o r  f o r  
rB = 
Level  T e m p e r a t u r e  Ef fec t ive  
Angle  Level  Sh i f t  S h i f t  Emiss ivi ty  
T e s t  97 Wet 30 x 30 Black I c e  T a n k  
0 5.7 0 0 0.95 
(Assumed)  
3 0 5.7 0 5 0 . o .  95 
4 5 5 . 8  0 .1  0.32 0.94 
6 0 5 .9  0.2 0 .63  0.935 
80 6 .5  0 .8  2.54 0.89 
T e s t  98 D r y  30 x 30 Black I c e  T a n k  
0 1 . 8  0 0 0.95 
( A s s u m e d )  
3 0 1 . 8  0 0 0.95 
4 5 2.2 0.4 1 .27 0.92 
60 2.4 0.6 1 .90 0 .91 
85 5 . 1  3 .3  10.46 0.71 
60 2.0 0.2 0.612 0.94 
45 1.75 -0.05 -0.16 0.95 
30 1 . 7  -0 .1  - 0 . 3 1  0.95 
0 1 .7  -0 .1  -0 .31 0.95 
T B  = 70°F 
~ = 0 . 8 9  ~ = 0 . 9 6  
-43.7 -40.5 
-2.2OF -2. O°F 
0.152 0 .051 
7.6OF 2.6OF 
d 
T B  = 15OF 
~ = 0 . 8 9  c = 0 . 9 6  
t 4 8 . 2  4-52.0 
t2.4OF t2.6OF 
0.090 0.030 
4.5OF 1.5OF 
coldplate surface was used as the background to provide a difference in 
background and target temperatures. The results from these tests are 
presented in Table 15 which lists the maximum temperature shift seen and 
the angle. A s  the targets were rotated toward the LN2 coldplate surface 
there was little change noted until the specular angles were reached, 
where the temperature shift peaked rapidly. This strong specular 
reflection makes it difficult to assess the data since the temperature 
shifts shown are due to both background changes and emissivity changes 
which must be separated to analyze the data. Determination of the back- 
ground changes involved calculation of the view factor between the 
sample and the LN2 coldplate which is complicated by specular reflections. 
Therefore two sets of emissivity shifts were calculated as the extremes 
and are presented in Figure 15 with the actual emissivity shift assumed 
to be within the range shown. Because of the uncertainty in the data, 
i t  is difficult to distinguish any difference between the material samples. 
TEST 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
ill  
112 
113 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
123 
124 
126 
127 
128 
TABLE 15. INFRARED REFLECTION 
TEST RESULTS 
--..-..-- --+" 
NORM HEFL DELTA 
TYPE LENS TARGET TEMP TEMP TEMP 
IRK 
IRR 
IRR 
I RR 
I RR 
I RR 
I RR 
I RR 
IRR 
I RR 
IRR 
IRR 
IRR 
IRR 
I RR 
I RR 
IRR 
IRR 
IRK  
IRR 
I RR 
I RR 
IRK  
I RR 
IRR 
S'FN 
STN 
STN 
STN 
STN 
STN 
STN 
STN 
STN 
STN 
STN 
STN 
STN 
STN 
STN 
STN 
STN 
STN 
STN 
STN 
STN 
STN 
STN 
STN 
STN 
W-TPS 
N-TF'S 
W-ALUM 
E-ALUM 
WE--ALUM 
WE-ALUM 
W-ALUM 
WW-ALUM 
W-TPS 
WW-TFS 
N-TPS 
WN-TPS 
BV- ALUM 
WBV-AL-UM 
EV-ALUM 
8-ALUM 
WR-ALUM 
W-ALUM 
WW-ALUM 
E-TPS 
WB-TPS 
N-TPS 
WN-TPS 
W-TPS 
WW-TPS 
FROM LN2 PANEL 
- - -  
E M I S S I V I T I E S  ANGLE 
NORM TEMP - Temperature measured a t  normal viewing angle. 
REFL TEMP - Temperature measured a t  indicated viewing angle with LN2 
panel ref lectton. 
DELTA TEMP - Difference blrtween NORM and REFL. 
EMISSIVITIES - Range of elifective emieeivities corresponding to RWL TEMP. 
However, the black velvet sample (emissivity control paint) did shorv the 
least shift of any of the dry samples, and the wet samples generally 
showed less shift than the corresponding dry  samples. An average of 
all the dry white (FRL-3) samples has a range of 0.88 to 0.94, while an 
average of the wet white sample is 0.90 to 0.95, slightly higher than 
the dry. 
The averaged wet data which were taken at angles from 4 5 O  to 5 5 O  
(Table 16), compare favorably with the results of the ambient IR test 97 
which was also wet, and had a minimum emissivity of 0.935 at 60°. 
Because of the limited number of tests and difficulty in assessing the 
data, the results of these tests must be considered preliminary. In 
addition, since reflections may be the major source of errors, it is 
recommended that additional tests be conducted to assess this problem. 
TABLE 16. INFRARED REFLECTION TEST RESULTS 
Based on the evaluation of the two IR scanners used in this test 
program, it  can be concluded that the basic scanner capabilities are 
sufficient to perform the required measurements. However, there are 
potential problems relating to the targets ( i .e . ,  ET) which will require 
further investigations to properly qualify. The basic concept of using 
an IR scanner to determine ET surface temperatures, however, does 
appear feasible. 
Performance of the IR scanners used in the test program was 
generally considered favorable for the intended use. Both geometric and 
temperature resolutions were adequate and acquisition of data via the 
various operating modes was satisfactory. The use of a pair of reference 
tanks for calibration of sensitivity and absolute temperature was success- 
ful and is considered practical. No problems associated with vignetting, 
A 
Sample 
N-TPS 
W-TPS 
B-TPS 
W-ALUM 
B-ALUM 
BV-ALUM 
Dry Surface 
Average Range 
0.87 + 0.93 
0.88 -t 0.94 
0.85 -+ 0.93 
0.88 + 0.94 
0.86 -+ 0.93 
0.94 -+ 0.97 
Wet Surface 
Average Range 
0.91 -+ 0.96 
0.91 -+ 0.95 
0.91 -+ 0.96 
0.90 -+ 0.95 
0.87 -+ 0.94 
0.84 -+ 0.92 
field of view adjustment (zoom control) or video compatibility were 
experienced. However, there was ;&iceable RFI caused by the two- way 
radios used, wdch must be considered in the implementation plans. 
Generally, the intended targets could be easily acquired (detected) 
with either ambient or sky backgrounds, at distances up to 800 f t ,  and 
in conditions ranging from clear, to drizzle, and fog. The adjustable 
field of view feature of the Inframetrics Unit (zoom control) was valuable 
in the acquisition and subsequent evaluation of small targets. The 
isotherm and the line scan modes were useful in acquiring quantitative 
data. These data cannot be acquired directly from the scanner since 
convcrsion from raw units to temperature must be analytically performed. 
It is anticipated that for the KSC implementation this functron would be 
performed by a micro- or mini-computer provided within the O S E .  
There were no unique problems associated with viewing the simu- 
lated ET surface. The rapidly changing surface temperatures experienced 
with wind and wind simulation did hinder temperalure measurements witK 
the scanner although the average temperature could be adequately deter- 
mined. The use of frame averaging techniques proposed to reduce the 
system signal-to-noise ratio would also help to lessen wind efiecis. As 
expected, the presence of ice or frost on the surface did not present 
any identifying signature, nor did it  interfere with the determination of 
the surface temperature. 
Interference due to solar radiation, either on the targets or inci- 
dent on the scanner lens, did not present a problem, The same is true 
for searchlights which have little IR content. However, those lights 
which have significant IR energy can cause substantial errors. 
The most significant problem anticipated concerns the control of 
the target emissivities and the errors associated with IR reflections. 
Any change in target emissivity andlor background radiation results in 
errors in the sensed surface temperature which may become significant. 
Emissivity which normally varies due to surface contamination and paint 
variations can also change due to water (condensate) accumulation, and 
most significantly due to off-normal viewing angles. It is anticipated 
that a viewing angle constraint (e. g . ,  + 4 5 O )  will  be imposed to control 
this problem which wil l  result in some areas of the tank being unobserv- 
able. Also selection of reference tank locations must consider background 
radiation on the reference tank as compared to the ET as well as any 
viewing angle constraints. It is recommended that additional tests be 
conducted to assess emissivity changes and associated reflection errors. 
These tests should further characterize the surface coating which is 
currently on the ET as well as any alternate coatings or paints which 
may be' more desirable. 
Based on the data obtained in this test program together with 
estimates of unknown or preliminary data, an overall error assessment of 
the planned scannerttarget system can be made. Table 17 is a summary 
TABLE 17. BASIC SCANNER TERI!'dR.ATI'HE RESOI~L'TION 
- + 
A. Scanner Resolution 
As Tested Bs = i0.35 Unit:; 
13. Scanner Resolution 
With Enhancements Es = 50.20 Units (estimated) 
C . Scanner Sensitivity St = 0.29 Unitsl°F (worst case) 
= 0.43 UnitsI0F (best case) 
D . Attenuation Factor A = 0.7 (worst case) 
= 1.0  (best case) 
E. Basic Scanner Et = 21.72OF (worst case) 
Temperature Et = kO.99OF (worst case 
Re solution enhanced) 
E Et = +0.47OF (best case 
- 1 (Et - A x St enhanced) 
of the scanner capabilities and the resulting basic scanner temperature 
resolution. Item A is the scanner resolution (in scanner units) as 
determined from the current test data, and item B is the estimated 
scanner resolution with various signal processing enhancements which 
are currently available. These enhancements include an optional &bit 
processor within the scanner which increases the scanner's resolution 
(6-bit processor is standard) and a video frame averager which would 
increase the signal-to-noise ratio, effectively increasing the sensitivity. 
Using the range of scanner sensitivities (item C) and attenuation factors, 
representing atmospheric effects, possible filters, or  both (item D),  the 
temperature resolution can be calculated as in item E .  As seen, the 
worst- case resolution without enhancements is +I. 72OF. With the men- 
tioned enhancements, the resolution should improve to +0. 9g°F; consider- 
ing  both the enhancements and the best case parameters, the resolution 
would be k0.47OF. These limits represent the basic accuracy of the 
instrument and do not account for additional errors due to adverse view- 
ing  conditions or due to target emissivity uncertainties. Table 18 
presents the overall error assessment for the combined scanner-target 
system. Item A is the basic scanner accuracy (enhanced) previously 
discussed and is the smallest contributor. Item B is the uncertainty in 
the measured reference target temperature. With proper signal condi- 
tioning and calibration, it is estimated that accuracy of at least 41.0°F 
can be achieved and hopefully +0.5OF. Item C represents multiple 
distance effects, between the reference target and the ET, which cannot 
be corrected either analytically or with filters. Item D is the error 
caused by uncertainties or changes in the target emissivities including 
viewing angle variations. The worst-case figure allows for an emissivity 
change of 0.07, whereas the best--case figure represents a 0.04 change. 
TAULE 18. OVEll AlJL 1SlIl~Ol~ ASS1I:SShlll:N'I' 
*Note: These are design goals. 
Finally, item E is the error caused by background temperature variations 
between the reference target and the ET and represents a 50°F shift for 
the worst case and a 20°F shift for the best. In both cases, an influence 
coefficient of 0 . 0 5  was used which is for high emissivities (reference 
Table 13) .  Items D and E are design goals which may require certain 
design and /or operational constraints to meet (e . g,  , viewing angle limits) , 
and in addition are based on the preliminary data contained herein. As 
such these items are the least certain at this time. The resultant RSS 
error for the worst case is +4.7OF and f2.4OF for the best case. 
Although errors of this magnitude are undesirable, they are considered 
to be within the requirements for the intended use. 
+ 
Best Cnse 
50.47 
20.50 
20. 50 
5 2 . 0  
C1.O 
- 
2 2 . 4  
A .  Basic Scanner 
Temperature 
Resolution 
B. Reference Target 
Uncertainty 
C . U ncorrect able 
Multi-Dist ance 
Effects 
D. Rmissivity* 
Variation 
E. Background* 
Variations 
RSS 
It is recommended that additional testing be conducted in the area 
of emissivity variations, and IR reflections in general, to further assess 
and possibly reduce these errors. 
Worst Cnse 
e0.  99 
k l .  0 
k1.5 
23.0  
3.3.0 
- 
k4.7 
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